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ABSTRACT
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF
ACADEMICALLY CAPABLE BLACK HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
WHO HAVE CHOSEN NOT TO ATTEND COLLEGE
SEPTEMBER 1988
ARTHUR R. JACKSON
B*A.,

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT FREDONIA

M*A., STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BINGHAMTON
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
Directed by:

Professor Jack L. Hruska

The primary purpose of this study was to identify and
describe the reasons why academically capable Black high
school seniors have chosen not to attend college.
research questions were:

The major

1) What are the reasons that

selected Black high school students cite for their choosing
not to attend college?
decision?

3)

2)

How do they feel about this

What is the extent of the students' knowledge of

economic resources available to them for college attendance?
4)

At what period in their high school career do they select

out of the college attendance process?

5) What recommenda¬

tions do they have for programs that might have helped them
make better informed decisions about college attendance?
The subjects were twenty-four Black seniors at Commerce
and Central High Schools in Springfield, Massachusetts.

These

students were identified by their counselors as being
academically capable of succeeding in college,
chosen not to attend college.
vi

and as having

An open-ended

interview was used to gather data.

interviews were completed in the schools,
transcribed,

The

were later

and then analyzed.

Among the

findings were that a perceived

lack of

financial

resources and academic preparation only partially resolved the
problem of non-college attendance
Black students.

Several

^-n<^^-cated by students
1)

for academically capable

of the key factors that were

for non—college attendance were:

lack of early planning both academically and

for college,

2)

deficiency of proper and timely information

from the high schools and guidance counselors
education,

3)

inadequate

guidance counselors,

parents,

4)

in the

family and

immediate

and community to develop higher

lack of college educated role models both
in outside community to demystify

the college attendance process,
strategies by the military,

5)

increased recruitment

and substantial

benefits by sectors of the Armed Forces,
of academic courses

the

7)

in high school,

students

6)

required

educational
limited monitoring
for college

relied heavily on themselves

college attendance decision,

that pre-college academic and
available

for higher

interaction between high school

education goals,

attendance,

financially

8)

in making

students also recommended

financial counseling be

in the junior high school and early high school

years.
This dissertation concludes with a series of
recommendations

and

implications
•

for
•

Vll

future research.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this
the

study was to

identify and describe

reasons why academically capable Black high school

seniors have chosen not to go to college,
they

feel
There

reason

about that decision.
is abundant research to

for an

increase

indicate that a significant

in the number of Black high school

graduates who do not attend college
financial

and to assess how

resources.

is a perceived lack of

Aspects of the economic variables most

frequently cited in the research are:
a.

The growing disparity between median Black and White
family incomes.

b.

Reduced federal funding of educational programs
the secondary and higher education levels.

c.

Perceived

d.

Reluctance to forego earning capabilities during
college years.

e.

Lack of financial aid and financial options
information at the high school level.

f.

Additional family costs,
dependents, etc.

g.

The availability of attending less expensive
training options, e.g., armed services, technical
and vocational schools, etc.

inability to pay for college costs.

i.e.,

While abundant research points to a
dwindling economic resources

students with

link between

for Black high school graduates

and their decision not to attend college,
from conclusive.

in

Although there

is

the research

is

a definite correlation

far

2
between available economic resources and decreasing college
attendance rates for Black students during the 1977 to 1985
period,

there is little research that documents a direct

relationship between these variables.

Also,

almost no

research has been done directly with students in face to face
encounters that is able to describe and document precisely
why academically capable Black high school graduates choose
not to attend college.
This study has been specifically designed to fill that
void by means of detailed personal interview data.

The major

questions this study seeks to answer are:
1.

What are the reasons that selected Black high school
students cite for choosing not to attend college?

2.

How do they feel about not attending college?

3.

How do they feel about the reasons they cite for not
attending college?

4.

What is the extent of the students knowledge of
economic resources available to them for college
attendance?

5.

a.

What is the accuracy of this data?

b.

From what individuals do these students get
their data and how knowledgeable are these
individuals?

c.

At what period of their high school career do
these high school students gather information
about economic resources for college?

d.

What is the frequency of contact with school
and non-school personnel concerning career and
financial planning for college?

At what period in their high school career do they
select out of the college attendance process?

3
a.

b.

What individuals internal and external to the
high school have
an influence on the students
decision not to attend college?
Do the students have perceptions about specific
programs that could have benefitted therein
their pursuit of college?
Historical

Prior to 1964,

Perspective

the majority of Black college students

attended historically Black colleges in the South.

Most of

the public Black colleges were "separate but equal"
institutions as established by the Morrill Act of 1890 and
the Plessey v Ferguson decision of 1896.

The Black college

population began to increase dramatically at predominately
White institutions after the Brown decision of 1954.
However,

the major thrust for this inclusion was the Civil

Rights Act of 1964.

This Act provided the enforcement for

prior decisions such as Brown v Board of Education and
Missouri ex rel Gaines v Canada that outlawed racial
discrimination in graduate schools when the state did not
have a similar program in a Black college.
During the late 1960's and early 1970's there were
tremendous gains in the number of Black students attending
higher education institutions in the United States.
this increase can be attributed to:
the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

2)

1)

Much of

The enforcement of

The creation of President

Lyndon Johnson's Great Society programs,

3)

Establishment and

expansion of student aid programs in the Higher Education
Amendments of 1965,

and funding of other educational programs

4
on the secondary and college level,

and 4)

A major increase

in the number of students attending public higher education
institutions,

especially through the community college

system.
Numerically there was almost as much growth in the number
of Black college students from i960 through 1970 as there was
between 1826 and 1960.

In 1826 there were two Black students

enrolled in higher education institutions and in i960 the
number totalled 227,000 students.
522,000 Black college students,
948,000.

(Bureau of Census,

By 1970,

there were

and by 1975,

there were

1984)

Proportionately the percentage of Black high school
students graduating also increased:
64.9 percent in 1975;
in 1984.

69.7 percent in 1980,

(Bureau of Census,

However,

59.5 percent in 1970;
and 74.7 percent

1987)

these upward trends in Black college enrollees

during the 1960 to 1975 period halted abruptly.

There was

actually a 4.8 percent decrease in the total number of Black
college students during the 1977 to 1985 period
1,049,000),

and the number of Black full-time college

students also declined 803,000 to 767,000,
reduction.

(1,102,000 to

a 4.5 percent

(See Table 1)

This downward trend in Black college enrollment contrasts
with population trends.

During the same period the number of

Black 18 - 24 year olds increased from 3,747,000 in 1977 to
3,766,000

in 1985;

a

.5 percent increase.

(Bureau of Census,

5
1987)

Of particular interest to this study is the fact that

there was a decline in the percentage of Black high school
graduates enrolling in higher education.
4.2 percent decline from 1975 to 1980,
decrease from 1980 to 1985.
Statistics,

1987)

By contrast,

Researchers saw a

and a 1.9 percent

(Center for Education

(See Table 2)
during the 1977 to 1985 time period there

was a reverse relationship between the number of White 18 to
24 year olds and their numbers in higher education.
there were 24,855,000,

18 to 24 year nationwide.

this number had declined to 22,632,000,
reduction.

However,

gain.

By 1985,

a 9 percent

in the same time period the number of

White college students dramatically increased;
students in 1977,

In 1977,

8,812,000

to 9,334,000 students in 1985,

(Bureau of Census,

1987)

There was also,

a 6 percent
an increase

in the percentage of White high school graduates attending
college;

32.4 percent in 1975 to 34.4 percent in 1985,

2 percent rise.

(Center for Educational Statistics,

a

1987)

The research on economic barriers for Black high school
graduates who aspire to attend higher education is limited at
best.
1)

The available literature has tended to concentrate on

social economic status

parental

income,

3)

(SES)

of students and parents,

effects of financial aid,

and 4)

2)

the

increase of college costs.
Two of the largest studies conducted on high school
seniors,

the National Longitudinal Survey

(1972)

and the High

6
School and Beyond Study

(1980),

ranked the most important

variables for college attendance for all students:
availability of courses,
institution,
However,

3)

2)

l)

academic reputation of the

college expenses,

and 4)

financial aid.

for Black students in the same study the most

important variables ranked were:
availability of courses,
reputation.

3)

Specifically,

l)

financial aid,

college expenses,

and 4)

2)
academic

financial aid was deemed as being

the most important variable identified by 24 percent more
Black students than White students,

and 15 percent more Black

students than White students indicated that college expenses
was the most important variable.
Survey,

1972;

(National Longitudinal

High School and Beyond Study,

1982)

The High School and Beyond Study also indicated that the
rate for Black high school students who were accepted to
college,

but did not attend,

was 11.8 percent.

This was

almost double the 6 percent figure for White students and 4
percent more than the 7.4 Hispanic percentage.
and Beyond Study,

(High School

1982)
Significance of the Study

There is a dearth of qualitative information available
concerning college attendance of Black high school seniors.
Very few studies have been done using actual

interviews to

ascertain perceptions of Black high school students who have
chosen not to attend college.

These qualitative data should

broaden and inform the conclusions of already existing survey

7
instruments that have been used to determine why Black
students are attending college in lesser numbers than they
did in the 1970's.
Additionally,

this research could broaden the information

base of three distinct constituencies:
university personnel,

2)

1)

college and

administrators and guidance

counseling staff on the secondary education level and
3)
1.

Black and low income high school students.
College and University Personnel
With many schools,

and community colleges,

especially small liberal arts colleges
already experiencing a decline in

enrollment it becomes imperative to find ways to eradicate
the economic barriers that keep Black students from going to
college.

Colleges now recruit many minority students abroad

because of their inability to attract minority students from
their own states.

This study of the perceptions of Black

high school students should enable higher education personnel
to better direct recruitment and financing strategies to
these students early in their high school career,

and provide

better feeder systems to these institutions.
2.

Administrators and Guidance Counselors on the
Secondary Level
The above individuals can gain important insights from

this study in developing ongoing programs of college planning
and financial options.

Personnel on the secondary level,

especially guidance counselors,

are given little time to

perform research on their student populations or to find ways

8
to

improve their programs.

quite useful

The results of this study may be

to school personnel who provide college

counseling and

information sessions

for Black high school

students.
3.

Black and Low Income High School Students
The

interviewed students themselves will be

consumers of this data.

The

important

interviews will give students a

chance to evaluate their perceptions on why they are not
planning to attend college.

It

is hoped that during these

sessions the students will be able to assess the accuracy of
their perceptions against the reality of what options may be
available to them.
Research

indicates that minority and low income students

prematurally disqualify themselves

from higher education

attendance because of misinformation or lack of
(Gardner

1987,

Jackson,

1978)

These

interview sessions will

increase the knowledge base of these students,
make the best

information.

so they may

informed decision about their educational

future.
Researchers

(Peng,

1977;

Thomas,

1983;

Gardner,

also claim that perceived economic barriers
students may be

Therefore,

it

as

from low family

is hoped that the results of this

study may be used as a counseling tool
as well

for Black

similar to experiences of other minorities,

such as Hispanic students and White students
incomes.

1987)

for Black students.

for these populations

9

Limitations of the Study
The

focus of the study is an analysis of the reasons

for

non-attendance of college by twenty-four Black high school
seniors at Central and Commerce High Schools
Massachusetts.

.

in Springfield,

Limitations of this study are:

1

The subjects of this study will
be limited to Black
high school college preparatory seniors with college
potential, as identified by the high school guidance
counselors.

2.

The study is not intended to explore the issue of
high school drop-out rates for Black students.

3.

The study is not intended to look at the overall
issue of Black college student retention.

4.

This research may also not be generalized for other
racial populations or Black high school students
outside of Commerce and Central Public High Schools.

Although the results of the study may not be generalized
to other urban high school

systems,

it

is hoped that the

research methodology can be refined for use
school
rural

students

for other high

of various racial backgrounds,

and suburban high school

in urban,

systems.

Definition of Terms
Higher Education traditionally
degree.
are not

Public or private post secondary education

leading to an associate or baccalaureate

Most proprietory,
included

and technical

schools

in this term.

Predictive Factors
based on a preset

vocational

-

Factors that predict college attendance

level

academic achievement,

of attainment,

i.e.,

family

measured motivation level,

income,

etc.
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Ascriptive Factors - Factors which students have no control
of,

i.e.,

sex,

race,

Socioeconomic Status

etc.
(SES)

and Social

Economic

.

Factors that determine a student's family social and economic
level;

a combination of:

educational background,

i)
3)

family income,

2)

family

family occupational status,

4)

number of children.
Gourman Index - A selectivity index used to determine
institutional

(college)

quality by ranking student's

Scholastic Aptitude Test scores and faculty salaries.
Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT)

- A nationally standardized

college entrance test used to determine academic aptitude.
College Choice Process - A decision-making process to
determine which type of college a student will attend.
College Attendance Process - The decision-making process to
determine if a student attends any college.
Equality of Educational Opportunity - The ability of
academically capable students to attend higher education
institutions without regard to family income,

race,

sex,

color or creed.
Respondents - Students being interviewed as part of the
study.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The literature reveals that Black students have had a dual
track in their pursuit of higher education:

the historically

Black college and the predominately White institution.
streams of literature will be reviewed.

Both

This chapter also

contains a review of the contemporary economic,

educational,

and social/psychological theories as to why there is a
decrease in the enrollment of Black college students.
Black Students in Historically Black Colleges
1830*5 to 1970's
Dr.
College,

O.

Clayton Johnson,

President of Quincy Junior

once stated that three of the most powerful

institutions in Black culture are the Black church,
family,

and the Black college.

the Black

Looking at the progress

Blacks have made in higher education in the past 160 years,
it would appear that a good deal of the credit belongs to the
historically Black college.

As early as 1820,

free Blacks

and abolitionists had observed:
"Having had such little to encourage them to expect
general admission into northern institutions, separate
colleges for colored people were necessary." (Woodson,
1919, p. 265)
The first Black college,
in 1830,

Cheyney College,

was established

and by the 1850's free Blacks gave birth to Lincoln

and Wilberforce Colleges.

They were joined by northern

missionaries who traveled to the South with the belief that
emancipated slaves could be educated.

One major

12
organization with this goal was the American Missionary
Association,

which established both Fisk College and

Talladega in 1865.

Between 1865 and 1900,

Black colleges were founded,

seventeen more

helped in large part by the

Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890,

which declared that states

must have separate but equal institutions for Blacks in order
to receive funding under this federal program.
These institutions were established,

in part,

due to the

inability and reluctance of predominately White institutions
to educate Blacks.

This subject will be discussed in greater

detail later in this chapter.
One individual,

General F.

Institution in Virginia.

C.

Armstrong,

founded Hampton

This institution had its roots in

the doctrine of the era:
"General F. C. Armstrong held and promoted the belief
that Blacks were less competent than Whites, and that
Blacks should be granted a separated education that was
of a lower caliber". (Bullock, 1967, p. 36)
This philosophy was more palatable for the Southerners
during the Reconstruction Period of 1868 to 1877,

than the

belief of northern missionaries that freed Blacks should be
granted a liberal arts college education.

Most of these

Black colleges started out as primary and secondary schools,
and then developed into college programs.

The schools were

especially effective in the development of Black teachers.
These teachers returned to the Black community to
substantially reduce the illiteracy rate.

The effect of

Black teachers was evident as the illiteracy rate dropped in
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the Black community from 60 percent in 1885 to 24 percent in
1930.

(Stikes,

1984)

From their meager beginnings,

the

historic Black institutions had similar characteristics:
inadequate teachers and facilities,
non-degree facilities,

and 3)

arts degrees until 1916.

2)

l)

most started out as

none offered accredited liberal

(Fleming,

1983,

p.

13)

Though the Morrill Act of 1890 established the Black land
grant colleges,
but equal.

it also entrenched the principle of separate

Most state officials also concurred that Blacks

deserved lower quality education and lower resources.

An

example of this is in 1890:
In one county in Alabama, secondary school officials
paid salaries ($3,940) to the number of Black teachers
who taught 10,745 Black students.
And ($28,108) to the
number of White teachers who taught 2,285 students".
These doctrines were entrenched into society with the
Supreme Court decision of Plessy v Ferguson in 1896.
The
Court upheld Jim Crow Legislation which was advocated by
President Woodrow Wilson.
During this time there was
increased segregation in government offices, and
educational institutions." (Logan, 1970, p. 64)
The turn of the century saw institutionalization of the
separate but equal doctrine,

and state legislatures in

Kentucky forbade mingling of races in any institution of
learning

(1904).

Black colleges continued their mission and

were turning out graduates at an ever increasing rate.
1914

By

Black students would earn approximately 180 bachelor

degrees at Black colleges as compared to 5 degrees a year
earned at predominately White universities.

By 1936 the

Black college rate had increased to 2,130 graduates per year,
or a

1,008 percent increase.

Black graduates at White
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institutions had increased to 380 students a year by 1936,
393 percent increase.

(Jones,

a

1934)

The growing debate at the turn of the century about Black
higher education was dramatized in the contrasting ideologies
of Booker T.

Washington and W.

E.

B.

Dubois.

Washington was

the Black advocate of segregation and separate institutions
for Blacks in the South.

He founded Tuskegee Institute and

thought his path would lead to peace in the South and
cultivate friendly relations with Whites.
would dedicate themselves to agriculture,
commerce.

Blacks in turn
mechanics,

and

This would allow Blacks to be employable at lower

level positions in society,
with Whites.

so they would not have to compete

Dubois chose a different path.

He felt that

the separate but equal principle inhibited progress of Blacks
and created discriminatory treatment for them,
terms of government support and funds.

especially in

He was the editor for

NAACP's magazine "Crises" and this organization was
instrumental

in many landmark segregation cases such as

Murray versus the University of Maryland,
Gaines versus Canada.

and Missouri and

Both cases concluded that there should

be equal protection under the law and a state must admit a
Black student to its graduate school
existed in the state.

if no Black program

By 1930 the Black institutions were

granted partial membership to the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools.

By 1939,

119 doctoral

degrees had been awarded to Blacks in White schools,
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however,

the majority of these students had their

undergraduate training in Black schools.
The Black colleges and universities continued to grow
throughout the 1940's and 1950-s.
Blacks in higher education;
institutions.
of Maryland,
Missouri,

(Arce,

1976)

In 1940,

there were 45,000

10 percent in White
Prior to 1940 only the University

West Virginia University,

University of

and three or four church supported White

institutions had admitted Blacks in the South and border
states.

Due to a lack of inclusion of Blacks students at

White institutions and the migration of Black G.I.s after
World War II and the Korean War,

the historically Black

college population continued to grow.

By 1950 the Black

student population grew to 83,000 students;

58,000 of whom

were educated in Black colleges and 25,000 in all other
colleges and universities nationwide.

(Bureau of Census,

1984)
The landmark case of Brown versus the Board of Education,
Topeka

(1954)

was a turning point in American history as well

as for the future of Black students in historically Black
institutions.

By striking down the separate but equal

doctrine the Supreme Court created an opportunity for access
for Blacks to the mainstream of American educational
institutions.

The justices'

unanimous decision was held as a
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victory for the civil rights of all Americans and echoed the
comments of Dr. W.E.

B.

Dubois fifty years before:

st?ifiSt°S

^ican Negro is the history of
^lc) slmPly wishes to make it possible for a
man to be both a Negro and an American
without hi?™
cursed and spit upon by his fellows, without having the

if03? °f.°?I?rtUnlty Cl°Se r°Ughly in hiS faCe'" (DuSis.
The Brown decision was to have both positive and adverse
effects on Black institutions.

During the 1950's about

24,000 Black students per year went to college from high
school.

Of this number approximately 20,000 attended Black

colleges in the South and only 4,000 attended interracial
colleges.

(Plant,

1957)

After the Brown decision there was

an enrollment increase of Blacks to the predominately White
colleges nationwide.

Since the number of high school

graduates for Blacks also increased,

this phenomenon would

not have an adverse affect on historically Black institutions
until the late 1960's and 1970's.

Enrollment trends

indicative of this phenomenon will be presented later in this
chapter.
After the Brown decision many predominately White
institutions became legally desegregated.
as

However,

as late

1965 the Southern Regional Education Board estimated that

only 17 percent of higher education institutions in the South
had admitted Blacks.
1965)

(Southern Education Reporting Service,

On many campuses,

both in the North and in the South,

Black students found a cool or even hostile atmosphere.

To
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avoid these confrontations most Black students still chose
the more comfortable surroundings of the historically Black
college.
Alfred Lee in his book Fraternities Without BrotherhnnH
described this phenomenon of the 1950's:
"One study found many Negro graduates in the North
refused to apply to excellent nearby colleges for which
they were fully qualified.
They chose Southern Negro
W^ere they felt the environment would
provide a happier, albeit an artificial social
experience". (Lee, 1955, p. 27)
Despite their humble beginnings,

one of the most

important qualities of the historically Black institutions
has been the supportive environment that it gives to Black
students,

especially those who may come to college

under-prepared and from low economic levels.

They are able

to learn without the fear of racial inquisitions from their
roommates,
staff.

fellow students,

and university faculty and

In spite of these factors,

the expanded Black student

migration to White institutions after the Brown decision was
inevitable.

Bureau of Census statistics indicate that in

1952 nearly all of the 63,000 Black students who attended
colleges in the South were enrolled in predominately Black
institutions.

By 1960,

the total number of Black students

from southern states had increased only to 84,000.

By this

time only token integration had taken place at White
institutions as 97 percent of the Black students still
attended predominately Black colleges and universities.
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The trend of attending Black colleges began to decline and by
1978 only 40 percent of the Black students who enrolled in
the south attended historically Black colleges.
Regional Educational Board,

(Southern

1986)

These Black colleges acted as the conduit for the Civil
Rights Movement of the 1960's.

One of the most famous

examples was the sit in and boycott of the segregated
Woolworth store in Greensboro,
Carolina A&T students.

led by North

Students from Black colleges have

always had dual missions:
excellence,

North Carolina,

one of achieving academic

and the other of leading in the movement of civil

-^-ikcrties of Black people nationwide.

Almost all of the

Civil Rights leaders of the 1960's had their undergraduate
training at the historically Black colleges,

and these

campuses led the struggle for the passage of the Civil Rights
Acts of 1964.

In turn,

their numbers increased,

especially

due to the enormous amount of federal assistance being
provided to them under the Title III Act for developing
institutions and the Title IV student financial aid funds
from the Department of Education.

However,

the civil unrest

of the 1960's placed the majority of the emphasis on
increasing the access of Blacks to the predominately White
institutions where their numbers were small or non-existent.
The number of students attending Black institutions
increased throughout the 1960's and 1970's mostly as a result
of the expanded pool of Black high school graduates.

For
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example,

in 1950 approximately 25 percent of Blacks is - 24

years of age had high school degrees.

m 1960 this number

increased to 42 percent of this population,
number increased to 62 percent.

and by 1970 the

(Bureau of Census,

1984)

The

number of Black high school graduates peaked at about 1977
with 75 percent of the Black population from 18 - 24 years
old receiving high school diplomas.

The enrollment at Black

institutions peaked also in 1976 at a population of
approximately 183,000 students.

By this time only 30 percent

of Blacks in higher education were attending predominately
Black colleges as compared to 90 percent in 1940.
Center for Educational Statistics,

(National

1984)

There were a number of important governmental measures
that affected the future of the Black college during the
1960's and 1970's.
Report of 1966,
1973.

Among the most important were the Coleman

and the ruling of Adams v Richardson in

The Coleman Report evaluated the equality of equal

educational opportunity in the country and made two major
conclusions:
1.

Colleges were still Black or White in terms of
population, faculty, and staff.

2.

Relatively little movement was being made toward
full integration in higher education institutions.
(Coleman, 1966)

This study was substantiated by the Egerton Report of 1979
that surveyed the 100 major universities and colleges.

These

colleges showed a two percent undergraduate Black population,
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a one percent Black graduate population,
Black faculty.

(Egerton,

and a one percent

1969)

These two reports concluded that there is a de facto
segregation in the higher education structure.

John Egerton

stated:
=lear from the findings of the study that even
hough desegregation is now established, the larger
problem of meaningful integration remains unsolved ••
(Egerton, 1969, Preface)
Even more important than the Coleman and Edgerton reports
was the Adams v Richardson case of 1973.

This case was filed

by the NAACP Legal Defense Fund in 1970 against the
Department of Health,

Education and Welfare.

The Legal

Defense Fund felt that the federal government was not
enforcing Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act that
prohibited federal funding of segregated public educational
institutions.

Before this case the federal government had

not been involved in designing equitable solutions for
desegregating public higher education institutions.

It was

quite evident in many of the Southern and border states that
there were dual public higher education institutions in a
five mile radius that were predominately Black and
predominately White.

The Supreme Court found in favor of the

NAACP and mandated that Health Education and Welfare
intervene with state government action to integrate both the
Black and White institutions.
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toong the conditions of the mandate of the Adams case
were:
1-

Black and minority access to higher
colleges? “

2.

that had both systems of

Formulate policies to ensure participation and
education?

BlaCkS in 311 leVels of hi9her

3‘

fhf?n2then
system603”6

historically Black colleges so that
partners in the higher education

4.

Eliminate the vestiges of racial segregation by
desegregating the system of public higher education.
(Adams v Richardson, 1973)

The Adams decision was seen as the most significant
legislative remedy since the 1954 Brown decision and the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Arkansas,

Florida,

Carolina,

Oklahoma,

Nine states were identified:

Louisiana,

Maryland,

Pennsylvania,

Mississippi,

and Virginia.

North

The Adams

decision expanded the use of racial percentages to
desegregate institutions of higher education.
was

This remedy

first mentioned in the Brown decision of 1954.

Even

though the federal government was reluctant to intervene,

the

states were mandated to prepare statewide plans and
guidelines to the Department of Health,
within certain time frames.

Education and Welfare

One of the most important

provisions that was added into the Adams decision was that
historically Black colleges were no longer allowed to have
lesser appropriations of state aid than their predominately
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White counterparts in the state system,

other decisions that

affected historically Black colleges were:
1. States had to submit proposals to strengthen
historically Black colleges.
9

2*

K«iwCieSn?advt0 be ad°Pted to eliminate duplication
same area13^ ^ Wllt& State institutionsPin the

3.

Black institutions should receive professional
assistance and become full partners in the state
educational system. (Adams v Richardson, 1973)

States also had to submit a monitoring and evaluation process
with a list of stated goals and objectives to Health
Education and Welfare.

Any state which did not meet these

mandates by 1982 - 1983 would be subject to legal proceedings
by the Office of Civil Rights.

These measures included such

actions as termination of all federal grants and funds until
compliance.
The Adams case also produced a backlash,
southern states.

especially in

Some of the concerns included:

1.

Inclusion of federal involvement in state rights,

2.

Reluctance of states to commit greater finances to
their educational institutions (especially
predominately Black colleges).

3.

Black colleges started to lose their best faculty,
staffs and students to competing White institutions,
since they would also be competing with the same
student pool to integrate their institutions.

In the 1980's,

some of these negative consequences have

taken place to the detriment of the predominately Black
colleges.

Due to the Adams case,

more Black students are

attending predominately White Southern institutions,

and
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their numbers in Black colleges have decreased.

Also,

more

institutions are competing with the Black colleges for funds
through Title IV,

financial aid,

developing institutions,

and Title III,

for

in the 1960-s Title in was almost

the privy of the Black institutions for funding.
schools in the 1980 's,

such as community colleges,

More
are

applying for and receiving these federal funds.
Black colleges today are fighting for their survival.

it

is not uncommon to hear of the closing of several colleges
due to fiscal restraints,

or the merging of two or three

institutions for their economic well-being.
higher education have become more limited,

As funds to
especially in

terms of financial aid and other non-defense related
research,

the hardest hit have been the Black colleges and

universities.
One area omitted from the legislative actions which
addressed segregation was long-term planning and fiscal
commitment to the Black institutions.
institutions,

Many critics of these

such as Christopher Jencks and David Reisman,

believed that these institutions are vestiges of the past,
and outdated in today's society.

They write:

"In part it is a matter of shifting official thinking
about "the Negro problem", and putting less emphasis on
upgrading today's Negro colleges and more on eliminating
the financial, academic, and social obstacles of Negros
attending White colleges.
We regret this, but we do not
think that individuals should be sacrificed for
institutions, however worthy the latter may be and
however honorable the historical role." (Jencks and
Reisman, 1968, p. 48)
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One fact these authors did not include was that even
though fewer Black students are attending Black colleges,
these institutions still produce a disproportionally high
percentage of undergraduate and graduate degrees.

In 1982,

approximately 16 percent of all Black students nationally
were enrolled in Black colleges.

However,

in that same year

they produced slightly more than 33 percent of all bachelors
degrees,

and 40 percent of bachelors degrees for Black

students in the natural sciences.
Education,

unpublished data,

(U.s.

Department of

1982)

There is a consensus among most educators that some
students in the historically Black colleges could not survive
in their White counterparts because of a lack of a
psychologically supportive environment.

These Black

institutions provide a viable option for many Black students.
Black Students at Predominately White Colleges
1820's to 1970's
White institutions went through a different metamorphosis
in their history of enrolling Blacks.

In many ways their

transition from segregation to desegregation was more
difficult since most of the changes were contrary to the
feelings of the outside society.
The first Black students to graduate from predominately
White institutions were Edward Jones from Amherst College and
John Russworm from Bowdoin College in 1826.

John Russworm
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went on to found one of the first Black newspapers,
"Freedom's Journal"
(Egerton,

aftpr hie

, after his attendance at Bowdoin College.

1963)

Since the prevailing thought prior to the civil war was
that of unopposed segregation and intellectual inferiority of
the Black race,

there was little progress in Blacks attending

these institutions.

It is estimated that there were only

nine Black graduates of White institutions by 1850,

and in

1860 this number had increased only to twenty-eight.
(Johnson,

1938)

With the Morrill Act of 1890 and Plessv v Ferguson,

legal

segregation continued its entrenchment into American
society.

Since many states had laws prohibiting integrated

l®^n"iing,

most schools were unwilling to accept the

consequences of educating Black students.

Berea College in

Kentucky tried in 1869 to permit integrated learning,

and

Black students were met with violent harassment and physical
opposition by local citizens.
"Despite pressures from mob violence, the policy of total
equality (numerical and otherwise) remained in effect at
Berea until 1892 when a new President, William Frost,
began to concentrate his emphasis on increasing the
numbers of White Southern Appalachians in the school.
Until his death in 1901, founder Reverend John Fee fought
to keep the school to its original commitment to Black
students, but the national racial patterns of complete
racial segregation, which President Frost evidently
favored, were finalized in 1904 when the Day Law Policy
was pending in the Kentucky Legislature to made the
co-education of races illegal at Berea College."
(Woodson, 1919, p. 265)
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The literature on the enrollment of Blacks at White
institutions between 1850 to the 1940's is sketchy,
College,

in 1835,

oberlin

was the first institution to admit students

"irrespective of color".
rather than the rule.

However,

Oberlin was the exception,

Except for a handful of Black students

scattered at many institutions across the country,

Oberlin

College is the only reported predominately white institution
to have a substantial number of Black students in its
population from 1840 to the 1900's.
At Oberlin College, Blacks represented five percent of
the student population between 1840 and 1860.
Accordina
to Charles Wesley, by the time of the Civil War, it was
reported that Blacks were one-third of the students at
Oberlin, which included besides those numbered among the
college student body, those of several preparatory
units." (Wiggins, 1964, p. l)
This phenomenon was due in part to the philosophy of
anti-slavery by Oberlin founders.

Throughout the early

1800's Oberlin was openly anti-slavery,

and it acted on that

position.
There is inadequate information concerning the exact
number of Blacks in White institutions during the 1800's and
early 1900's.

It is estimated that by 1939 there were

approximately 5,000 Blacks in higher education outside of the
historically Black institutions.

This number constituted

.5

percent of the total population of these institutions.
Approximately one-half of these 5,000 students were located
in fewer than twenty-four institutions nationwide.
(Egerton,

1969)
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Starting with Murray v University of

in 1936_

a

series of Supreme Court decisions made White colleges
comprehend that they would have to start educating a
population which they knew little about,

the Black student.

However it was not until the Brown decision of 1954 and the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 that these institutions started to
provide programs to assist in the access and recruitment of
Black and minority students.
In the South,

it was estimated that there were 3,000

Black students in White institutions in 1960,
approximately 84,000 on Black campuses.

as compared to

By 1965 the number

on white campuses had increased eight-fold to 24,000 students
and by 1970 the number had increased to 98,000 students.
(Bureau of Census,

1984)

Myer Weinberg reported that after

the Brown decision and the increase in Black enrollment in
predominately White institutions that discrimination did not
automatically end on Southern or Northern White campuses.
"As late as the 1960's official housing discrimination
existed in northern universities." (Weinberg, 1977,
P- 17)
National attention was thrust upon White institutions,
especially in the South,

by three events that changed the

history of higher education:
1.

Autherine Lucy being driven from the University of
Alabama in 1956 by campus rioting.

2.

George Wallace's stand in the schoolhouse door in
1963 at the same institution.

.

3

James Meredith's admission to the University of
Mississippi in 1962 amid the heckling and cursing
students there.
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dehumanization'tactic ^^their^^ inSUlt 3"d

Sirs xrz&rsg-s^s£r"-t - "-id—e

goal:
to encourlge James Meredlth1?^1/h°
°ne simPle
other conege where he would be wel^^sse?!?^,

Riots occurred at the University of Mississippi and two
people were killed.

Students like James Meredith were placed

in a situation beyond alienation.

To this situation,

James

Meredith responded.
"Most of the time I am perhaps the most segregated Nearo
m the world". (Russell, 1965, p. 219)
9re<?aT:ea Ne9ro
These students were the

forerunners of the multitude that

would come after them.
The civil unrest of the
Rights Act

of

1964,

1960's,

as well

as the civil

brought about a higher level

and voluntary acceptance of Black students.

of

Among the

earlier programs to provide compensatory education
at White

institutions was Project

which had a goal
Also

in

1965,

institutions
recruitment

the

of

65

Black students by the

of

1965.

started pre-freshman programs and active
strategies

for Black high school

(NSSFNS).

students.

These

Scholastic Service and

This service recruited

from segregated high schools to attend predominately

White colleges
organized
the

fall

Ivy League and the Seven Sister

for Negro Students

Blacks

for Blacks

65 at Bowdoin College,

schools were assisted by the National
Fund

forced

1960's

in

1950.

It became the

for that purpose,
and

first organization

and continued to expand during

1970's to assist colleges and universities
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which had difficulty in recruiting Black high school
students.

Yet,

this

influx of Black students to the White

college environment was treated with a range of emotions
openness to indifference to hostility.

from

Mostly there was

confusion on the campuses about what these people were going
to do

for and to the college.

did not: realize that these students were just as inept
dealing w!th the monolithic educational structure ?he
institutions presented to them". (Britts, 1975, p. 16)
However the die was cast,
assassination of Dr.
asked

for access to

demanded

it.

dilemma during the

especially after the

Martin Luther King.

Blacks no longer

institutions of higher education,

White

in

institutions across the country
latter part of the

1960's.

they

faced a

They could

either open up their gates and begin to educate Black
students or they could become

focal points of protest.

A

combination of the war in Vietnam and the Civil Rights
struggle resulted
nation.

in numerous violent episodes across the

Higher education came

fundamental value decision:
talented

(exclusion)

(inclusion).
for

face with a

education of the academically

versus education of the masses

The historically Black college has been noted

its principles

students

face to

inclusion,

to educate as many Black

as physically possible.

The predominately White

institution has

its

of

roots

in meritocracy?

educating the
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brightest and the best.

In addition to issues of

desegregation the i960-s was a battleground around the
of

issue

inclusion.
Among the factors that

influenced the increase

in Black

students at predominately White institutions were:
1.

Intervention of the

federal government

2.

Expansion of

3.

Growth of community colleges and state systems

4.

Expansion of the Black high school pool

5.

Black activism and

financial

aid programs

institutional

response.

President Lyndon Johnson was perhaps the most progressive
president

in terms of providing

inclusion of Blacks
instrumental

federal

leadership

in higher education.

for

Besides being

in the passage of the Civil Rights Acts of

1964,

President Johnson spearheaded the Higher Education Act of
1965

that produced the Supplemental Educational Opportunity

Grant,

the College Work Study Program,

developing
Program.

institutions,

Title III

federal

intervention

the

country.

for

and the Guaranteed Student Loan

Both he and President Kennedy took the

for

funds

initiative

in desegregating institutions across

Also evident was the enormous growth of state systems
during the

1970's.

In

two-year colleges nationwide,

and

1977

and

1960's

1988)

and

1961 there were
1,147

A trend also appeared

disproportionately

by

1976.

593

public

(Mingle,

in that Blacks enrolled

in the two-year public schools

(community
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and junior colleges) ,
admission policies,
compared to

most likely in response to open

location,

and cost of these

four-year colleges,

institutions

it became evident that the

growth in the numbers of Blacks pursuing college degrees
would be proportionately greater in the public sector,
the number of

institutions,

state dollars.

and the

State and federal

influx of new federal and

funds were frequently tied

to the enrollment of Black students during the
1970's,
fiscal

and institutions

due to

1960's and

found that it was to their best

interest to develop an active minority recruitment

program.

These same programs were also used to recruit other

historically under-represented populations such as women,
students,

handicapped students and other racial

minorities.
Another

important variable

students at White
high school pool
18

-

24

percent
1985)

1970

in the

1960's and 1970's.

3)

The percentage of

from high school went

to 75.6 percent

(See Table

larger pool

increase of Black

institutions was the expansion of the Black

year olds graduating
in

in the

in

1985.

from 59.5

(Bureau of Census,

This marked improvement produced a

of applicants to colleges and universities.

Black activism may have been an important variable

in

increasing Black enrollment on predominately White campuses.
Strategies

ranging

from the non-violence of Martin Luther

King to the armed resistance of the Black Panthers were used
in higher education.

In the

1960's and

1970's the
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Black population had a directed consciousness toward
eradicating many of the areas of oppression within the
society.

Both Black and White leaders were visible in this

movement and sought changes in many institutions including
higher education,

especially after the urban riots and the

assassination of Dr.

Martin Luther King,

a University of

Michigan survey showed that a number of institutions
initiated or accelerated their efforts to recruit Black
students as a consequence of these events.

This study also

showed that increases in Black enrollment ran parallel to
changes such as declining White enrollment,
private to public control,
institutions,

shifts from

secularization of religious

and transformation of an institution from a

teachers college to a comprehensive university.
et al,

(Peterson

1978)

In concert with this influx was the creation of ethnic
academic programs and minority student support programs to
assist these Black students.

These programs grew even in a

context of conflict and confrontation within the university.
In recent years,

however,

the number of Black students in

predominately White colleges have been adversely affected by
many factors.
priority.

National

funding for education has a lower

The Reagan administration instituted federal

reductions in:
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.

1

Federal

2.

Compensatory education at the elementarv
secondary level
J-ementary and

3.

Educational

student aid

and library research.

There have also been fiscal revolts in states,
more recently,

cities and

on the federal level with the Graham-Rudman-

Hollings Reduction Act.

The tendency is

for these movements

to make reductions

in the programs with the least amount of

political

including assistance

support,

for minority

students.
Historically,

the enrollment of Black students

in higher

education can be categorized in four periods:
1.

Pre Civil War to

1954

- Prohibition against

educating Blacks; legal
social segregation

attacks on educational

and

2.

1954 to 1964 - Movement toward Civil Rights throuqh
integration Black activism

3.

1964 to 1978 - Movement through equality of
education to blaming the system

4.

1978 to Present — Disillusionment and stagnation of
Black enrollment and decline of educational, fiscal
opportunities. (Peterson et al, 1978, p. 22)
Status

The
of the

late

of Black College Students

1970's and the

fervor of the

centuries

of racial

in the

1980's

1980's have witnessed an erosion

1960's that was aimed at redressing
inequality.

Tightening of educational

budgets meant a halt to the expansion of educational programs
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for minorities,

and

for federal student assistance.

these educational programs were funded on soft
funds,

Many of

(temporary)

and frequently the programs were dropped when the soft

money dried up.

Hence they did not have a chance to mature

before the national conservative political mood reached the
colleges

in the

latter 1970's.

Kent and Williams

(1981)

in

their study of Black students on White campuses observed,
the economy of the 1970-s became worse,
relations on college campuses”,

(p.

A corollary to the political
and

1980's was

educational

Increased attention was
especially as

test

Alexander,

Thomas,

these more traditional

the primary evaluation method

for admission

and class background became less

terms

of access to higher education.

Some researchers,
"the

such as Gail Thomas

folkways",

This
of

(1979)

argue

into colleges,
important

(1983),

in

observe a

a time when the masses are

conservative and apathetic to social change,
(norms

focused on

evaluation tools again became

sex,

folkways

1970's

indicated by standardized

and Eckland

race,

return of
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conservatism of the

academic achievement,

that as

so did the race

increased national preoccupation with

quality.

scores.

"as

and regulations)

accepting the

of the prevailing class.

argument claims that a corollary of decreasing numbers

Blacks

in higher education

is a philosophical

change

in

the mood on many predominately White campuses nationwide.
Chancellor Joseph Duffey of the University of Massachusetts
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at Amherst expressed:

"There i <= =,
mere is a perception that Blacks and

other minorities are no longer welcome on college campuses."
(Time,

1987)

This mood has been accompanied by open hostility

and harassment of minority students at many campuses
nationwide.
There is clear statistical evidence that quantitatively
Black students are participating less in the educational
system in the 1980's.

According to the 1984 Census Report,

the rate for Blacks enrolled in school,
thirty-four,

has

decreased from 57.4 percent in 1970,

53.9 percent in 1980,
4)

ages three to

to 50.1 percent in 1984.

to

(See Table

This 7.3 percent decline of Black students enrolled in

all levels of education corresponds to the numerical decline
of Black students in higher education.

From 1977 to 1985 the

number of Black college students declined 4.8 percent,
1,102,000 to 1,049,000.

The number of Black full-time

college students also declined 803,000 to 767,000,
percent reduction.

from

(Bureau of Census,

1987)

a 4.5

Of particular

interest is the fact that there was also a decline in the
percentages of Black high school graduates enrolling in
higher education;

a 4.2 percent decline from 1975 to 1980,

and a 1.9 percent decrease from 1980 to 1985.
Census,

(Bureau of

1987)

This downward trend in Black college enrollment contrasts
with the increasing Black population and high school
graduation trends.

During the same period,

the number of
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Black 18 - 24 year olds increased from 3,747,000 in 1977 to
3,766,000 in 1985;

a 1 percent increase.

Proportionately the

number of Black high schools students graduating also
increased; 64.9 percent in 1975; 69.7 percent in 1980, and
in 1984.

74.7

This same period has seen a progressive

decline in the number of Black high school dropouts;
1975,

16 percent in 1980,

of Census,

1986)

and 13.2 percent in 1984.

18.5

in

(Bureau

The increase in the number of the Black

students graduating from high school,

however,

has been

accompanied by a decrease in the number who go on to college.
Black college students comprise approximately 10 percent
of the higher education population.

Of these students

approximately 73 percent attend predominately White
institutions and 27 percent attend historically Black
colleges.

However,

as Black college students have made the

transition to predominately White institutions,

they have

gained the highest enrollment totals in the two-year
colleges.

As of 1984,

42.7 percent of all Black students in

higher education attended public two year institutions,
compared to 35.8 percent of White students.

as

(See Table 5)

In

certain geographical areas White are twice as likely to be
enrolled in the four-year college level as non-whites.

In

public and private colleges and universities in the Northeast
there are 7.2 White students to one Black student in two-year
institutions.

However,

on the four-year college level there

are 13.6 White students to every Black student.

(Thomas,
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McPartland,

1983)

Similar proportions are found in »any

geographical areas across the nation.

This pattern of racial

separation on the two and four year college levels is
exacerbated by the fact that in two year institutions Black
students have an attrition of 53.6 percent compared to a 38.7
percent for White students.

(Hammond,

1983)

British journalist Christopher Hetchens observing the
trend in American higher education wrote:

"the status of

Black Americans seems hardly to be an issue any more,

a

depressing series of articles in the New York Times reveals
what a low priority the question has become,

and sees Blacks

bracing themselves for a period of neglect and isolation."
(New York Times,
Bourdieu,

1988)

Other researchers

1977 and Pincus,

1980)

(Karbel,

1972,

have also indicated that the

expansion of post secondary opportunities for minorities may
be a false promise in the 1980's.
James Hearn has stated that expansion of opportunities
for minorities in higher education means little in terms of
equity if achieved by "disproportionately channeling the
disadvantaged into lower quality institutions and curricula."
(Hearn,

1987,

p.

23)

Obviously this trend will have a

far-reaching affect since Blacks are under-represented in
almost all

fields that require a baccalaureate degree for

minimum requirements.

(Bureau of Labor,

1986)
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Since the 1950's there have been reliable data available
as to who goes to college and why.

This literature is

typically divided into two categories:
research and 2)

1)

college choice

college attendance research.

College choice research is designed to identify the
factors that influence students in their selections of where
to attend college.
hand,

College attendance research,

on the other

tries to identify the reasons why students choose to go

on to higher education.

Most of the research informs

institutions as to how to best present their institution to
prospective students.

For purposes of this study the college

choice and college attendance research will be reviewed under
three categories:
variables,

and 3)

1)

economic variables,

2)

academic

social/psychological variables.

Economic Variables
Edwin Bryne

(1945)

indicated that family income was the

most important factor for non-college attendance in
Michigan.

This study concluded that 67 percent of the

students with family incomes of $5,000 or greater attended
colleges in Michigan,

while 47 percent of the students in

families with incomes below $5,000 did so.
Similar results were reported by Horace Davis
his study of graduates of Kentucky high schools.

(1940)
Davis

in
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concluded,

"that it is the economic factor and lac* of proper

guidance in the high schools which keep many of the ablest
high school graduates in Kentucky from attending college."
These early studies were substantiated by Ralph Berdie
(1954)

of the University of Minnesota who conducted a survey

of 16,000 graduates of the Minnesota high schools.

He

concluded that students from higher social economic statuses
both attend colleges in greater quantities and see the
greater financial benefits and personal development qualities
of a college education.

He lists the five major influences

on college attendance as:

1)

2)

SES of the parent,

sex of the students,

level and 5)

3)

residence in an urban setting,
4)

cultural

college aptitude.

The factor of limited financial resources for students
attending college has been recognized by secondary school
educators since the early 1900's.

In 1945,

G.

P.

Anderson

conducted a survey of Minnesota principals concerning
financial barriers and non-college college attendance.

He

reported that one-third of the top high school students did
not attend college due to financial reasons.

It was

concluded that the major reasons for non-college attendance
for these students were:

1)

cost of attendance too high,

2)

earning capability of the father,

4)

educational

level of parents.

3)

size of family,

and
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A similar conclusion was asserted by Horace Bond Mann in
1934 concerning Black students in higher education.

He

stated:
"that Negro children are either at work or in
school,... It is improbable that these children are
finding themselves, .. .there i <=
Q'ni±a^en are

percent of young Negros in Mississippi are at work Sr in
school.
White adolescents have long since been
emancipated from the necessity for labor and as a result
arS
s^h?ol‘**with the exception of adequate
finance, which is, to be sure, no small consideration
t£rPn?
1934r

education for the Negro is not far froi

p.h365®r edUCatl°n °f White Americans."

Another early study,

the Harvard Report,

(Mann,

in 1945

described the percentage of students from various
social/economic status who attended college.

This report

documented that 90 percent of the students who were
designated in the upper social economic status attended
college,

although their numbers represented 8 percent of the

total student population.

On the other hand,

5 percent of

the students of the lowest SES category attended college,
although these students represented 60 percent of the
students surveyed.
Warner

(1944)

(Harvard University,

1945)

who designed a system of student

classification based on SES,

stated that 80 percent of

students in the upper social economic class were college
bound as compared to 5 percent of students from the lower
social economic class.
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LeRoy Barber

(1951)

conducted

Pennsylvania students who failed

a study of Erie,
to attend college.

that 34 percent of those students

who did not attend listed

lack of finances as the most important factor.
Jung

(1959)

He found

Wright and

indicated that 34.7 percent of the students

surveyed cited lack of financial resources as a reason for
not going to college.

These authors also concluded that many

of the students surveyed believed the cost of education
outside of their means,

but they acknowledged that the

students may have been operating on misinformation.

They

suggested that low income students may not put sufficient
energy into planning for college because they do not believe
they can ever locate the financial resources.
Reeves,

Henderson and Cowen

(1953)

combined frequency of

college attendance with a comparison of family income and
academic ability.

They perceived that the data revealed that

the percentages of students going to college increased as
family income increased.

They indicated that the greatest

frequency of college attendance was by students who had the
highest income and the highest academic ability.
James Hearn indicated that:
"a multiple regression analysis using a large national
representative sample of college freshman in 1975 suggest
that educationally relevant factors have greater nature
in explaining the power of college destination than a
description of social or economic factors, but the latter
still plays a significant role, net of educational
factors.
Specifically it appears that both academically
and socially, the economic rich become richer while the
academically and socially economic poor become poorer."
(Hearn, 1984, p. 22)
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Havighurst and Rogers

(1962)

developed a mathematical

equation for the probability of attending college.
indicated

(P)

= A + B + C + D + E;

(P)

probability of college

attendance equals

(A)

mental ability plus

expectations plus

(C)

individual motivation plus

financial ability plus

(E)

They

propinquity.

(B)

social
(D)

Their results

concluded that students with the highest

(P)

were those with

the highest SES and highest individual motivation.
Conversely the students with the lowest

(P)

had the lowest

social economic status and low individual motivation.
There is a multitude of hypotheses concerning the
combined effect of race,
attendance.

economic variables and college

While almost all researchers agreee that both

race and economics are significant factors in the college
decision,

they differ in the degree of importance.

It has been stated by many researchers that Blacks,
women,

and students from low social economic status are less

likely to attend secondary institutions,
held constant.

(Peng,

1977; Astin,

even if ability is

1978; Rosey and Colen,

1964)

In several studies of college access,

Gail Thomas

(1979)

indicated that students'

knowledge about

and parents'

college attendance and cost may be different for different
races and different economic classes.

She indicated that

these differences may start as early as the tenth grade and
may constitute a major barrier in access to higher education,
in that they produce different family planning activities
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toward college and therefore affect aspirations and
expectations toward college education.
Black and low income students are far more affected by
cost changes in college institutions than other students.
Prospective Black students coming from a median income of
approximately $16,000,
income,

or 64 percent of the White median

are clearly affected by cost changes in the

educational marketplace.

This is especially true since

college cost have increased approximately 6 percent a year,
or twice the inflation rate,

during the 1980's.

(College

Board 1987)
Campbell and Siegel
college enrollment,

(1967),

in their survey of four year

indicate that the probability of college

attendance for low income students increased with rises in
family incomes and decreased with increases in college
costs.

They also reported that a 10 percent increase in cost

created a 4.4 percent decline in Black enrollment at four
year institutions;

that a 10 percent increase in family

income created a 12 percent increase in student enrollment;
and concluded that students at the lower end of the economic
spectrum,
changes

including Black students,

were most affected by

in college costs.

Honeack
freshmen,

(1971),

who surveyed University of California

found that increased college costs affected

enrollment for students in the lowest quartile of family
income.

He indicated that a cost increase of as little as
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$400 could mean that low income students decide not to attend
particular institutions.

These studies corroborate research

that shows an inverse relationship between college
enrollments and costs,

and a direct relationship between

family income and college enrollment.
Jackson and Whethersby

(1975)

point to a relationship

between low income families and college costs.
"...the policy implication of the empirical findings of
all these studies with respect to price changes are
consistent:
1) individuals from low income families
respond more to price changes in higher education than do
individuals from middle or high income families; 2) at
any income increasing price decreases the proportion of
individuals who chose to attend higher education; and 3)
a change of $100 in the price of higher education will
induce an average change of 2.5 percent in the enrollment
in higher education under 1974 conditions." (p.21)
Radner and Miller

(1970)

used the "School to College:

Opportunities for College to Post Secondary Study" to develop
a predictive model

for college attendance.

They analyzed

1091 responses from the study and hypothesized that family
income,

out of pocket cost,

test scores,

and quality of

institutional reputation could predict a student's attendance
into higher education.
The above model was expanded by Kohn,
(1972)

and Mundel

who found the above variables to be significant,

well as:
type,

Manski,

3)

1)

commuter residence status,

2)

as

institutional

institutional quality dimension and 4)

quality of

life on campus.
Zensky and Oedel

(1983)

indicated that the higher the SES

the greater likelihood of choosing a four year institution.
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This hypothesis was first expounded by Leonard Koos
hlS b°°k Ihe Junior College.

(1924)

in

He indicated that attendees of

junior colleges would probably not attend college at all if
they did not attend a community college.

He concluded that

the major reason why 33.8 percent of his 2,000 student
profile attended junior college was "economy".

He reaffirmed

in 1980 that "economy" was one of the major reasons why
minority students had such a high concentration in the
community colleges.

He believed that minority students were

directed to two year institutions because of their inability
to afford other types of institutions.

This conclusion was

also substantiated by Patricia Kloss and Michael Olivas
(1970).

These researchers concluded that lower SES minority

families sent their children to community colleges because of
cost.

These authors also concluded that minorities were

disproportionately represented in community colleges since
SES played as much of a part in the college decision process
as academic ability.
Bishop,

1977;

Other researchers

and Hight,

1975)

(Tanner,

1978;

also concluded that parental

income affects attendance at any college and type of college
a student attends.
Peng and Dunteman

(1975)

similar academic aptitude,

reported that students with

but different SES,

differences in their college attendance.

had large

Some researchers

imply that SES and aptitude are more important than race,
(Peng,

Lichtener,

Rothchild,

1979;

Thomas 1975).
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However,
(1980),

as indicated by the High School and Beyond study
Black students still show significant enrollment

differences from their White counterparts even when they have
similar academic traits.
Robert Hauser,

in his paper College Entry Among Black

High School Graduates:
Decline,

Family Income Does Not Explain The

develops a chronological analysis that indicates

that Black families have always had incomes equal to the low
SES level of White families.

Even though this income gap has

been growing slightly since 1970,

it does not explain why the

Black students increased in the 1970's and then declined in
the late 1970's and early 1980's.

This analysis disagrees

with the hypothesis of the Chaikind Report
extensively by the Department of Education,

(1987)

used

which indicates

that the decline of the Black college student stabilized by
1980,

and that Blacks would attend colleges in greater

numbers if their income and achievement levels were higher.
Hauser reports that the decline of Black students started
with the Carter administration and critiques Chaikind's
inadequate explanation of the trend or the reasons for the
decline.

Hauser reports that Black college entry decline has

occurred on all

income levels and states that a multitude of

economic and social variables have contributed to this
decline.

He concludes that the declining Black college

population is directly attributable to the share of financial
aid,

especially direct grants to Black students.

He
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indicates that during the increase in Black students in the
1960's and 1970's,

a greater percentage of financial

assistance was directed to this student population,

and in

1977 the percentage of federal financial aid started to be
shifted to the middle income student population,

especially

White students.
This view is also shared by John Gardner

(1987)

who

prepared a report for the Center of Educational Statistics
based on the High School and Beyond Study.

(1980)

One of his

conclusions:
"The High School and Beyond data also shows that the
racial/ethnic groups relied in different degrees on
various sources of financing.
To the extent that
financing is an important determinant of access and to
the extent that instrumental programs (especially
federal) act as designated to aid those with financial
need, equity and access is promoted...Over 70 percent of
Blacks use grants for every one-tenth of their expenses
and 30 percent of Black males and 20 percent of Black
females use grants for virtually all of their
financing-Only 7 percent of Whites rely entirely on
grants." (Gardner, 1987, p. 137)
These statistics indicate that Black males are over four
times as dependent on direct grants to pay for their college
education and Black females are approximately three times as
dependent as the general White college population.

This puts

Black college students in a very precarious position.

Shifts

in federal aid policy and programs can dramatically affect
the number of Black students gaining access to post secondary
education.
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Lazar

(1980)

points to another economic factor influencing

Black student college attendance.

The perceived economic

return for education is less for Black college students than
it is for White students.
findings by John McVicar

This assumption corresponds to
(1975)

who concluded that for many

high school students coming from low SES Black families
"...the homes failed to create an expectation of future
rewards for present activities."
John Gardner

(1987)

(McVicar,

1975,

p.

27)

concludes that many Black students

decide not to go to college because they are unwilling to
present earnings that provide immediate economic
returns as compared to expected "future" economic returns of a
college education.

This is especially relevant when the data

indicates that a majority of prospective Black college
students come from low SES levels.

Alexander Astin

(1982)

reported similar findings when studying minorities in
education.

He indicated that there was a perceived feeling

among minorities that the earning differential between high
school and college graduates has narrowed,

especially when one

considers the cost of attending college as foregone income
during the college years.
A 1980 survey of Black freshmen identified making more
money as the highest priority for going to college.
for all students it ranked fourth in importance.

However,

Other goals

that were listed ahead of making more money for all students
were:

1)

many professions require a college degree,

2)

the
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acquisition of skills and talents,

and 3)

enjoyment of the

learning process and to receive more schooling.
1982)

However,

(Astin,

when this same survey was conducted in 1987

"to make more money" was ranked first by Black and White
students.

This may emphasize the changes and the economic

conditions in the country in the latter half of the 1980's.
One area that may not be fully understood by Black
students is the future economic value of a college
education.

Blacks with a college education have a far less

probability of becoming unemployed and earn progressively
more than Blacks without a college education.
the Bureau of Labor in 1985,

According to

Blacks with only a high school

diploma had a 44.4 percent unemployment rate.

This

significantly declines to 12.9 percent unemployment for
Blacks with one to three years of college,
unemployment with a college degree.

and 3.2 percent

Blacks with graduate

school education have an unemployment rate of
(Bureau of Labor,

.9 percent.

1987)

Median family income also rises when a college education
is introduced;
$15,654;
$21,71,

Blacks with a high school diploma earn

those having one to three years of college earn
and those with four or more of years of college

average $30,709.

(Bureau of Census,

1987)

Even though Blacks

trail median White incomes by approximately $10,000 in each
category,

a Black with a college degree earns almost twice as

much as the average Black with a high school diploma.
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Adding to the decline of Blacks in higher education has
been the increased enrollments of Blacks into the armed
forces.

The military has increasingly intensified its

recruitment of minorities.

This recruitment has been

especially successful since 1980,

when the federal government

changed funding priorities from education programs to defense
and foreign affairs.

A major influx of funds has been

directed to the armed forces to recruit,
members for the military.

train and retain

These programs include veteran's

benefits and a matching savings programs between the recruit
and the branch of the armed services and a new G.

I.

Bill.

This program also includes educational loan foregiveness for
certain professions.
Robert Hauser
of Michigan study,

(U.S.

(1986)

Department of Defense,

1987)

analyzed data from a 1976 University

Monitoring the Future,

an annual survey of

Black and White high school seniors concerning after high
school plans and aspirations.

He indicated 12.5 percent of

Black students definitely planned to enter the Armed Forces
as compared to 3.7 percent of White high school students.

By

1985 this percentage had grown to 16.3 percent of Black
students and 5.3 percent of White students.

This growth in

the pecentage of Black high school seniors intending to
enlist in the military was accompanied by an 8 percent
increase from 1977 to 1985

in the number of Black students in

the armed forces,

as compared to a 3 percent decline for

White enrollees.

(See Tables 9 and 10)
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Academic Variables
Black high school students,
city area,

especially those in the inner

are subjected to a host of distractions that may

negatively influence their academic achievements.
February 1,

1988 article in Time magazine,

principal Joseph Clark of Patterson,

A

concerning

New Jersey,

indicated,

"The attention surrounding Clark has pushed a long simmering
academic debate about urban education into prime time where
it rightly belongs.

Two decades of wrenching social changes

in the family structure,

and drug and alcohol use among teens

the level of violence in the inner cities,

plus

widespread parental indifference have undermined urban
schools."

(Time,

1988,

p.

53)

Former United States Commissioner of Education Ernest
Boyer said:
"This nation cannot survive with any sense of strength or
confidence if half of our students in urban areas remain
economically and socially unprepared." (Time, 1988,
p. 54)
The 1960's and early 1970's have been viewed by many as a
"window of opportunity"

for Blacks both in the secondary and

higher education sectors.

This window was a temporary time

period in which there were great strides made to advance the
notion of equality of races.

During the 1970's Black high

school students with the same high school grades were more
likely to attend college than their White counterparts.
(Hauser,

1987)

This period was marked with significant
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public support accompanied by funded programs aimed at
creating equal opportunity.

m the late 1970's,

however,

researchers such as Gerald Gill and Robert Houser noted that
this window had begun to close,

almost as if society felt

that too much had been done to foster the needs of minority
groups over the majority groups.
This country espouses a belief in meritocracy in terms of
attendance in higher education.
skills,

This principle assumes that

motivation and ability determine who shall attend

college.

Byron Hollinshed

To—College,

(1952)

in his book.

Who Should Go

indicates that the principle factors which

determine entry into higher education are:

1)

academic ability,

and 3)

2)

occupation careers.

confidence of ability,
However,

demonstrated
selected

he noted that factors for Black

students differed from those of White students.

For Black

students the three most significant predictors were:
extent of education of best educated brother,
objectives,

3)

rank in high school.

2)

l)

occupational

He also noted that Black

students surveyed had a higher aspiration for attending
college,

80 percent for Whites to 92 percent for Blacks.

However,

40 percent of Blacks surveyed planned to defer their

college attendance for at least one year compared to 20
percent of Whites.
Berbie and Hood
seniors,

(1961)

conducted a survey of 3,817

90 percent of all the seniors in the state of

Minnesota.

This survey concluded that ability and academic
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achievement were the most important variables
college attendance.
(SES)

Next in importance was

and student personality.

However,

in predicting

family background

in acknowledging the

difficulty of identifying the precise variables predicting
college attendance,

they cautioned,

"To none of these

variables alone can great significance be attached".
Leo Phearson

(1949)

who went to college,

indicated that college attendance can be

predicted by high school
percent of the students
percent

and

10 percent

students
percent

He concluded that 58

in the top quarter go to college,
20 percent

(1953)

Morehead predicted that 54

This study

who came to similar
percent of the

in the top quartile would attend college,
in the

instrumental

lowest quartile.

for later studies of

increases of college attendance based on

student's academic rank and

studies clearly

and 13.8

These results were

in providing a basis

correlation between
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in the third

in the last quartile.

replicated by Charles Morehead

conclusions.

the

academic rank.

in the second quartile,

quartile,
was

in his study of high school graduates

family income.

Correlation

indicated that those most likely to enter

higher education,

especially prestigious universities,

those with both high

family

were

income and high academic rank.

Researchers have attempted to determine which academic
variable

is more significant

Black students
conducted a

in explaining the decline of

in higher education.

longitudinal

survey of

Alexander Astin
2,082

institutions

(1977)
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concerning the major

factors that hindered minority students

educational progress to college.
school grades were the most

He concluded that high

important variable.

He also

suggested that aptitude test scores had a weak relationship
with grades and college persistence,
secondary school
general

curriculum

or vocational

especially

in math,

(college preparation versus

education)

His

2)

1)

females

older minority students

3)

the lower the students'

GPA the higher their perceived need

students

minority

(over

took longer to complete the degrees but

performed better in college,

high

for tutoring,

4)

from minority high schools had lower GPAs than

minority students
5)

for tutoring,

study found:

persisted better than males,

school

and need

negatively related to minority students'

completion of college.

twenty-four)

while study habits,

from integrated high schools,

and

students with poor high school grades and weak

standardized test scores did better at Black colleges.
Michael Nettles
also

(1984)

of the Educational Testing Services

indicated that Black high school

student's GPA and SAT

scores were the strongest predictors of college persistence.
The High School
the

and Beyond Study provides a comparison of

academic profile between Black and White high school

seniors

in

1980.

(See Table

trail

low SES Whites

years

of

science,

6)

Quite evident

and high SES Whites

is that Blacks

in years of math,

and high school grade point average.

of English were not

included.

Years
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In terms of academic preparation possibly the most
controversial

area

is the disparity between Black and White

scores on the national

standardized tests.

colleges to base

30 percent of their admissions

20 to

decision on these tests.

it

is common for

Although some researchers claim a

weak relationship between aptitude test scores and
persistence
1983),

in college

other educators

valuable

insight

(Astin,

1971,

to 449;

490.

114

However,

scores

19

scored

Black students

103

points

score consistently lower

(See Table 7)

since

1977

students.

although between

(Arbeiter,

to

increased their

16 points on the verbal
1980 and

Blacks taking the SAT has declined 9

to 70,000

section,

section 376,

Black students have

points on the math and

in 1985

lower on the verbal

lower on the mathematical

section of the SAT;
of

Hammond,

feel that these scores provide

than White students on the SATs.

346

1983;

into a Black student's academic potential.

Not surprisingly,

Black students

Thomas,

1987)

1986 the number

percent

from 77,000

White students on the

other hand have

increased scores by only one point on each

section

eight year period.

in this

disparity of
of

scores has not contributed to the recent decline

Black students
However,

hiatus,

This would suggest that

in higher education.

many White colleges and universities,

have began to use the

major criteria

for inclusion

after a

standardized test scores as a
into these

Minimum Competency Testing has also

institutions.

found

its way

The

into the
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high schools;

since 1980 over twenty states have required

these tests as a requirement for their graduation from
secondary school.

(Darling,

1983)

The increased use of these tests has resurfaced the
historical concerns about cultural biases.

Organizations

such as the Association of Black Psychologists and the
National Advisory Council on Black Education have indicated
that the cultural and psychometric limitations of these tests
do not allow for a qualitative evaluation of Black students
in comparison with their White counterparts.

One of the

major objections by Black educators to the standardized tests
is that they are not used for evaluation or placement in
classes,

but primarily as a quantitative means for excluding

students from some institutions of higher education.

The

National Advisory Committee on Black Education in Higher
Education

(1979)

concluded that as greater emphasis on

standardized testing occurs,

the greater the lack of

financial support of Black students at White higher education
institutions.

The committee also insists that a combination

of these variables has produced both a decrease in Black
enrollment and an increase in attrition of Black students in
higher education.
The scores on the SAT tests indicate that both Black and
White students from higher incomes score better on these
tests.

However,

race or cultural bias,

determinent in the scores of SAT tests,

seems to be a primary
since Black students
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with parent income over $50,000 scored lower than White
students with parent incomes under $6,000.

(See Table 8)

At

the current rate of increased scores by Blacks on the SAT
tests.

Black and White scores will start to be similar in the

verbal section by the year 2041 and in the math section
approximately 2035.
The increased use of standardized test scores may also be
a reason why the number of Black students is decreasing,
especially at public and private universities.

in 1976,

104,000 Black students attended public universities.
this number had dropped 5 percent to 99,500.

By 1984

During this

same period at private universities across the country Blacks
experienced a 2 percent student decline,
43,200 students.

from 45,000 to

(National Center for Education Statistics,

1986)
The increased importance on standardized testing may be a
contributing factor as to why Black students are found in
less percentages at "flagship public universities" and the
private university level nationwide.
The decline of Black students at public and private
universities has also occurred at a time when there has been
a lessening of priority for special admission programs to
identify and recruit Black students on many campuses.

The

above trend is especially clear at the public flagship
universities across the country.

In 1982 Blacks were

underrepresented in 56 of 65 of these institutions.

These
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flagship universities were defined as the most prestigious
public

institutions within the states.

Alexander Astin

explained:
access to such public institutions is of considerable
importance to disadvantaged minorities since these
institutions frequently serve as conduits to position of
power and influence within the state and federal
government and private industry within the state »
(Astin, 1982, p. 132)
Of considerable

interest to researchers

discrepancy between the
enrollment of

flagship public university's actual

Black students and their expected enrollment,

given a proportion of Blacks
Particular state.

in higher education

The deep South had the

the greatest discrepancy between actual
enrollment.

The

compared to a

22.2

the number of Blacks
South Carolina.
a

7.6

actual

institutions with

and expected

1.7

Black student enrollment

in

percent expected enrollment given

in higher education

in the state of

Following Clemson was Mississippi State with

Black student enrollment,

expected enrollment,
student enrollment,
(Astin,

in a

largest gap being at Clemson University in

South Carolina which had a
1982,

is the

compared to a

and Auburn University with a
as compared to a

22.3

1.9

29.6
Black

percent enrollment.

1982)

Only three of the
Massachusetts

65 universities

at Amherst,

- the University of

the University of Montana,

and the

University of North Dakota - had a proportion of Blacks

in
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the student body that was equal

to the number of Blacks

enrolled in all higher education

institutions across the

state.

Since the mid-1970s there has been a disproportional
number of

Black students attending two year,

technical

schools.

Lorenzo Morris

(1979)

proprietary,

and

indicated:

Biacks have been disproportionately concentrated in
institutions with lesser academic resources, intellectual
prestige
and promise of economic benefit...Undoubtedly
these institutions provide valuable and desirable
services to many students but the resources at these
schools are generally much more restricted than those at
four year institutions.
Also the attendance at two year
schools, a large set of social and personal set of
academic characteristics seem to depress the probability
of eventual earning a Bachelor's Degree, (p. 84)
Statistically the number of Black college students has
also been

fairly constant at the two year level,

41.5 percent of
colleges.
all
This

By

1982,

percent

compares to a
of Census,

1976,

Black students attended junior and community

Black students,
42.7

in

this number had grown to 44.4
and by

1984

the

for Black students

36 percent

figure

percent of

figure was 42.7 percent.
in two year schools

for White students.

(Bureau

1986)

The High School

and Beyond Study

(1980)

indicates that

the major reasons

Black students go to two year institutions

are:

access,

1)

schedule,
that

cost,

2)

and 4)

remedial

3)

more

flexibility of academic

services.

This study also revealed

50 percent of both Black and White students

lowest

income category attend two year schools.

from the
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The -igh Schoc>1 and Beyond si-.nriy reports an increase of
Blacks into non-degree,
programs,

proprietory and technical school

and these students are not included in the total

students in higher education.

National statistics on the

number of Black students in proprietary institutions are not
available.

However,

Jerry Davis of the Pennsylvania Higher

Education Corporation conducted a study of the number of
Black students in these institutions in Pennsylvania.

He

indicates that the percentage of Black students was 7 percent
in 1976,

and 18.8 percent in 1984.

(Arbeiter,

1987)

it is

reasonable to assume that the percentages of Black students
have been increasing in other states as well as Pennsylvania.
Jerry Davis'

Pennsylvania figures are compatible with the

High School and Beyond Study which reported that more Black
students than White students indicated that they planned to
attend a technical or vocational school.

In 1976,

35.4

percent of Black high school students so indicated as
compared to 25.2 percent of White high school students.

By

1985 the percentages were 36.6 percent for Black high school
students,

while the White students'

declined to 23.4 percent.

(Hauser,

percentage had actually
1986)

Even though the net

percentage of Black students planning to go to technical
schools has grown very slightly,

the difference between them

and their White counterparts has grown from 10.2 percent in
1976 to 13.2 percent in 1985.

Recent studies have shown that
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a sub-baccalaureate degree does not eliminate wage
disadvantage for minority wage earners.

(Selby,

1980)

It appears that more Black high school graduates are
either voluntarily or involuntarily choosing lower tiers of
higher education institutions such as proprietary
institutions,
colleges.

vocational and technical schools,

Helen Astin

(1983)

and community

discussed the possibility "of a

consciously maintained stratification system among higher
education institutions."

In this type of system,

minority

and low income students would be relegated to lower levels of
academic achievement and less academically prestigious
institutions.

Lorenzo Morris

(1979)

has said that "if Blacks

scored as high as Whites on standardized achievement tests
and attended more prestigious academic institutions in
significant numbers,

the current social economic

stratification system could be threatened",

(p.

72)

Social/Psychological Variables
Closely associated with the economic and academic
variables that affects Black students'

attendance in higher

education are social/psychological variables.

(Astin,

1965)

Much of the discussion in this chapter will be using social
stratification theory as a basis of orientation.

Simply

stated this theory indicates:
Different social classes it is argued have different
lifestyles, values, social norms, and role expectations
which are the products of their social position in
society.
The social classes influence the behavior of
individuals in a patterned manner...On the basis of
stratifcation theory social classes are predicted to have
different behavior patterns in terms of college aspirations
and colleae attendance." (Labovitz, 1972,
p. 34)
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One basic limitation of the stratification theory is that
it does not provide much explanation of race as a predictor of
academic behavior,
direction.

even though many studies point in this

The influence of race in college attendance has

been described as:
"race may prove to be a more important factor than
/S£‘^1/?COnOInic status*
If the dominant group in society
(Whites) responds to a minority group (Blacks) in a
Y
racist or discriminatory way, independent of their SES or
other variabies, then race may be a valuable explanatory
variable.
It may account for more than the differences
in educational aspirations and college attendance than
either the social context of the school, neighborhood or
status of the individual." (Labovitz, 1972, p. 41)
While not conclusive,
^rature that race,

there is some indication in the

like SES and family income,

powerful determinant of college attendance.

can be a

Gardner

(1987)

reported in his study that Blacks had higher expectations to
attend higher education than either White or Hispanic
students.

He reports a large gap between Black students'

expectations and actual attendance.
Aspirations are defined by Bachman,
(1980),

Johnson,

as desired post secondary activities,

and O'Malley

while

expectations are interpreted as plans after high school.

The

literature indicates that neither aspirations nor
expectations are random processes,
by the economic,
students are in.

social,

but are heavily influenced

psychological settings which the
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Campbell and Alexander

(1967)

attempted to interrelate

educational responses with Durkheimin•s ideas and
social/psychological concerns.

The model they designed

indicated that "...neighborhood and school SES determine the
ethos or setting in which the social/psychological factors
involved in socialization occur.

The ethos,

in turn,

produces the individual's psychological characteristics,
which determine educational behavior."

(p.17)

(See

Figure 1)

In terms of college attendance it seems that an

individual

from a high SES family

likely to have more motivation,
expectations

(social structure)

higher aspiration and

(social/psychological processes)

from a low SES family.

in turn,

is more

than a student

they have a greater

likelihood of both applying to and attending college than
students from lower economic level.
dynamics of economic,
makes

social,

This theory merges the

and psychological

forces and

it a significant predictor of academic achievement and

college attendance.

Campbell and Alexander

(1967)

indicate

that the students in "lower social structures" are more
suceptible to social

forces than students from higher social

structures.
Figure 1
Campbell and Alexander's Ethos of Socialization
Step I
Social
Structure

Step II

Step III

Social
Psychological
Process

Education
Behavior
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This type of direct relationship between economic,

social

and psychological processes of students has been noted by
many researchers.

Douvan and Kaye

(1962)

emphasized the need

to develop educational policies that acknowledge the
interaction of economic and social factors of the students.
McClellan

(1955)

indicated that students in lower SES

perceived greater barriers than were actually present.
barriers included:

1)

perceived lower academic ability even

when there was no difference,
costly than it actually is,
college.

These

2)

viewed college as being more

and 3)

demphasized the value of

He stressed one way of offsetting these perceptions

is to provide information to low SES students earlier in
their secondary school career.
The High School and Beyond Study

(1980)

indicates that in

the early 1970's Blacks actually had a higher level of
aspiration and expectation of attending four year
institutions than their White counterparts.

In 1976,
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percent of Black high school students in the survey aspired
to attend a four year institution and 55.1 percent expected
to attend.

White high school seniors on the other hand

aspired to attend college at a 53.3 percent rate and a 49.6
percent expected college attendance.

However,

by 1985 61.5

percent of Black students aspired to a four year education,
while 60.3 percent expected to attend.

White seniors had an

aspiration rate of 65.2 percent and an expected rate of 62.4
percent.

(Hauser,

1987)
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Between the years of 1976 and 1985 the increase for White
high school seniors aspirations for a four year college
education rose 3 1/2 times greater than the Black high school
senior aspirations.

The White expectation to attend college

grew approximately 2

1/2 times greater than the Black seniors

expectations to attend college.

(See Tables 9 and 10)

When analyzing Black and White seniors'
expectations for two year colleges,
different picture.

aspirations and

the researcher sees a

Normally one finds a higher number of

students aspiring to a particular educational goal than
actually expecting to make that goal.

However,

for two year

colleges both Black and White students have a lesser
percentage of students that aspire to go to two year colleges
than actually expect to attend.

In 1976,

22.8 percent of

Black seniors surveyed aspired to go to two year colleges,
this percentage increased to 26.3 percent by 1985,
percent increase.
seniors'

In the same years,

White high school

aspirations for attendance at junior and community

colleges declined 1.1 percent,
percent.

a 3.5

from 24.4 percent to 23.3

Both Black and White students had more expectants

than aspirants in terms of community college.

In 1976,

34.7

percent of Black seniors expected to go to two year colleges,
or 12.1 percent more than those who aspired.

By 1985 this

figure had risen to 41.5 percent or 15.2 percent than
students who had aspirations to this educational level.
White students on the other hand had expectations of 30.3

66
percent in 1976,

or 5.9 percent more than aspirations,

30.9 percent in 1985,

and

or 7.6 percent more than their

aspirations for the same year.

(Hauser,

1987)

There is a very slight change in both expectations and
aspirations for White students going to two year
institutions.

The aspiration levels of Black and White

seniors are approximately the same,

in terms of expectations

to two year colleges in 1976 there was about a 4 percent
difference between Black and White expectations,
to 30.3 percent.

However,

34.7 percent

by 1985 these expectations between

Black and White seniors had increased to 10.6 percent,
percent for Blacks and 30.9 percent for Whites.

41.5

(See Tables 9

and 10)
Clearly there is a trend in expectations of Black high
school seniors to attend two-year schools.

This corresponds

to the aforementioned studies that indicate that Blacks are
not only losing in terms of numbers in higher education,

but

also are relegated more to the lower tier institutions and
colleges.
Researchers have attempted to determine why Black high
school students have lower expectations to attend either two
or four year colleges,
during 1980's.
that SES

Hauser,

and why this decline has occurred in
Tsai,

and Sewell

(1983)

indicated

background can predict expectations for college by

way of school performance and social support from significant
others.
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The support level from significant others has been
highlighted as a significant factor for Black students.
LeRoy Barber

(1950)

in his dissertation,

-why Some Able

Bodied High School Graduates Do Not Go To College" reported
that "a lack of motivation for higher education,
a lack of money,

rather than

is the key which determines the choice of

not attending college for many lower income class youths."
(P-

65)
Alvin Cannady

(1973)

reported that the most important

persons in the college attendance decision were the parents.
A similar finding was made by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching.

(1986)

They found that parents were

very influential in the decision to go or not to go college.
Of the surveyed high school seniors,

82 percent listed

parents as being influential in their decision not to go to
college,

while 36 percent indicated that parents had much

influence on the choice to go to college.

They also

concluded that parents are more influential from families
where neither parents were college graduates
than where one parent had a college degree

(54 percent) ,

(26 percent) .

They listed individuals with influence on college selection
as:

1)

parents

counselors

(51 percent),

(16 percent),

2)

and 4)

friends

(23 percent),

teachers

(10 percent).

3)

These findings have also been noted by Tillery and
Kildegard

(1973)

who performed a follow up of the SCOPE Study

of 10,000 students from California,

Pennsylvania and the
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Mid-West.

They listed as the three most important factors on

non-college attendance as:
lack of motivation,

and 3)

1)

lack of parental support,

2)

financial problems or absence of

information about financial aid.

Sewell and Shah

(1972)

who

in 1972 surveyed over 10,000 high school students in
Wisconsin,

reported that parents'

encouragement to attend

college was more important than social economic status or
intelligence even though all of the above variables were
important.
These studies shed light on the Black family,

especially

since more Black students come from low family income and SES
levels,

and the majority

(59 percent)

of Black college

applicants are from single parent families.
McCord

(1968)

Willie and

state that low SES Black families were less

likely to create expectations of rewards and activities for
college attendance.

They point to the instability of single

parent families and the fact that low income students may be
more plagued by a sense of failure if their parents do not
try to encourage or modify their educational behavior at the
secondary school.
Trent and Medsker

(1968)

reported that:

1)

among college

attenders 36 percent of fathers and 32 percent of mothers had
attended college;

for non-attenders the percentage was 11

percent and 8 percent respectively.

2)

college attenders

were more than twice as likely as non-attenders to have been
encouraged to enroll.

3)

more than twice as many of those
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students who said that they would attend college later had
close friends who were planning to attend college.

4)

S4

percent of those who had not attended college reported having
no friends with college plans.
These three researchers concluded:
In the final analysis, it was not the lack of finances
that appeared to be the primary related fact to attend
coliege, but the lack of interest.
Apart from ability
the value of youths and their parents seems to figure7
more than finances in their relationship between social
economic status and college attendance.
These values
appear to be major contributors to motivational
differences." (p. 259)
Munro

(1981)

indicated that the student's commitment was

the most important factor for continuation to higher
education.

Many researchers have indicated that students who

attend higher education have far higher motivational skills
than those students who do not.
Thomas,

1973;

Peterson,

1978)

(Carnegie Foundation,
Will Scott

(1983)

1985;

in his

article on "Survival of First Generation of College Blacks"
indicated that Black students must go through a process of
resocialization to survive higher education.

He indicated

why certain Black students were successful in higher
education:
2)

1)

They have appropriate interpersonal skills.

They have been able to internalize and translate their

educational beliefs and values into appropriate behavior.
3)

They participate in the development of functional peer
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and reference groups consistent with future and academic
expectations.

4)

Each has a clear understanding of self and

the role of self as a responsible person.
Scott

(1983)

also indicates that the White students learn

these skills during adolescent years from family role models
while Black students may have to learn from alternative role
models such as teachers,

relatives and friends,

the family situations they may come from,
parents,

first generation college,

etc.

i.e.,

(p.

because of
single

225)

Changes in the Public Attitude to Higher Education
In 1978,

the National Forum on Learning in the Amercan

Future reported through a survey of 1,556 policy and
decision-makers,

educators,

and scholars,

that minority

issues were listed as high priority as a present goal,
low priority as a future goal.

(Glover and Gross,

but a

1979)

There

is some evidence that indicates that both educators and the
public believe that higher education has gone too far in
meeting the needs of minority students.

The Supreme Court

rulings in Defunis and Bakke cases seem to reflect this.
Many researchers indicate that in economic down swings
programs for minorities and disadvantaged populations are
usually the first to suffer.
includes:

Economic turmoil since 1977
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1.

The economic recession of 1978

2‘

1980^ser reVOlts of the late 1970's and the early

3.

Trade imbalances with foreign countries

4‘

deficit goVernmental concern to reduce the federal

Gerald Gull

(1980)

suggests that unstable economics

justifies hostility and selfishness on a principle of natural
rightness of the majority group to oversee the inferiority
sub-cultures of the society.
"meanness media",

He says this condition,

encourages four distinct attitudes.

1*

Whites believe that Blacks have made enormous gains
and no longer suffer from discrimination.

2.

A callousness toward disadvantaged and minority
groups.

3.

Whites are weary of change and seek to further
entrench the status quo.

4.

A feeling of nostalgia and wanting to return to the
way things were in the past.

Philosophical Changes by Predominately White Colleges
Other observers have seen a more conservative mood in
many of the predominately White colleges across the country.
In the 1960's and 1970's many of these institutions evolved
programs and curricula aimed at attracting Black students.
However,

the 1980's saw a reversal of this trend and a return

to a more traditional curriculum for non-traditional
students.

As Robert Blauner (1972)

a faculty member at the

University of California at Berkley indicated:
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"the influx of Black students in the universities
severe tests of the liberalism of White faculty »

|S)

There has been an increase in the use of standardized
tests for admission.

Black students traditionally have been

enrolled in lower academic tracks in greater proportion at
the secondary grade levels.

A 1983 report from the College

Entrance Examination Board made the following observation:
Among college bound seniors in 1981, most Black students
had taken fewer years of coursework in mathematics,
physical science, and social studies than their White
counterparts.
Even where years of coursework is similar
tne content of the course varies for Black and White
students.
For example, Black seniors in 1980, were as
likely to have taken at least three years of math, but
they were less likely to have taken algebra, geometry
trigonometry or calculus.
Thus, the years of coursewirk
were presumed concentrated in areas such as general math
or business math. (Hammond, 1983, p. 13)
Between the year 1977 and 1982 Black students made
strides in improving their scores on the Scholastic Aptitude
Test.

Black scores on the verbal had increased 16 points,

from 330 to 346,

and 19 points on the math,

White student's scores on the SATs,

from 357 to 376.

on the other hand,

remained constant between the years 1977 and 1985.

White

students scored 448 points on the verbal and 489 on the math
section in 1977,

and in 1985 the verbal scores was 449 and

the math section was 490.

(See Table 7)

A glaring fact is that even though Blacks had made
marginal gains on SAT scores by 1985 they still scored 103
points lower than White students on the verbal scores and 114
points lower on the math score.

Although many researchers
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point to ses as an important variable in the SAT test,

Black

students from $50,000 and over income scored lower than White
students coming from $6,000 and lower.

(See Table 8)

The use of standardized testing or minimum competency
testing has also found its way to the high schools,

where

since 1980 over twenty states have reguired these tests as a
requirement for graduation from secondary school.
1983)

(Hammond,

The increased use of these tests has again raised the

issue of cultural biases.
Funding Status of Educational Programs
The current presidential administration has been
advocating eliminating or reducing many educational programs
that serve Black and low income students,

especially federal

financial aid programs for students in higher education.
Over 60 percent of the Black persons under the poverty
line are in the prime high school and college recruiting
years of 15 to 24.

In 1982,

the American Council on

Education reported that the median income for Black families
who sent their children to college was approximately $15,000
as compared to $31,200 for White families.
of $16,000

This differential

is almost twice as much as the overall $9,500

difference in median income between Black and White families.
Since family income is the most important variable in
calculating financial aid for higher education students,

the

availability of financial aid is critical for Black students
planning to attend college.

(Nadley and Johannes,

1976)
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In 1982,

the American Council on Education reported that 92.3

percent of the Black students indicated that they were
planning to apply for financial aid,
percent of the White students.

as compared to 73.5

(See Table 12)

Under the Johnson Administration,
Act of 1965

the Higher Education

introduced such landmark financial aid programs

as the Supplemental Grant,

the College Work Study Program,

and the Guaranteed Student Loans.

These programs grew

tremendously during the 1960's and 1970's under both
Democratic and Republican administrations.
from financial aid from federal,

The total funds

state and institutional

agencies grew from about a half billion dollars in 1963 to
4.5 billion dollars in 1970.
state,

By 1976,

the total federal,

and college aid programs increased to 10.5 billion,

and to more than 20 billion in 1987.

(College Board,

1987)

The federal government has been the largest granting agency
of these funds.

In 1987,

approximately 74.5 percent of

financial aid awarded students in higher education came from
the Department of Education and other federal agencies.
During the years 1977 - 1986,

substantial changes were

made in how financial aid was made available.

Although

federal aid programs grew from 7.2 billion dollars in 1978 to
14.2 billion dollars in 1987,

the majority of this increase

was Guaranteed Student Loans,

8.3 billion dollars in 1987.

Of particular significance is the fact that federal grants
have been a declining percentage of federal assistance.

In
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1978 the Department of Education awarded 2.9 billion of
assistance through their Title IV student aid programs,
by 1987 this had increased to 3.9 billion dollars,
percent increase.

and

a 134

The Guaranteed Student Loan program grew

during the same time period,
8.3 billion.

grant

488 percent from 1.7 billion to

The percentage of federal student aid grants

declined from 67 percent of the total federal financial aid
given to students in 1978 to 47 percent in 1987.
(See Table 13)
This trend is especially noteworthy in light of the
study by the Center of Educational Statistics

(1982)

which

documents that students receiving grants or scholarships are
far more likely to persist in school than student without
such aid.

This study concluded that in 1980 - 1981 public

institution students without grant assistance had a dropout
rate of 11.3 percent.

Students with grants covering at least

50 percent of the cost of education had a dropout rate of 7.6
percent.

This trend also prevailed in the private sector

where students attending private institutions without grants
had a dropout rate of 6.9 percent,

while those with grant

programs covering at least 50 percent of their program had a
dropout rate of 2.2 percent.
The decline of federal grants has been accompanied by a
shift of emphasis to loan and work programs.

As the

percentage of loan and work programs in financial aid awards
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have increased for Black students,

their ability to persist

at colleges and universities has been affected.

It has been

noted:
heir financial need often distract Black students frnm
(willey and McCord, 1972).
Many have to
w°rk full-time or part-time; some have to drop out to
work and then return to school.
However, most indicate a
desire to complete their education in spite of financial
strains (Astin, Bisconti, and Frankel, 1972)."
Since the mid-1970's financial officers have also
developed alternative packaging strategies in order to
conserve more of their institutional funds.

The stagnation

of funding on the federal level has meant that more
institutions have had to devote a greater percent of their
budgets to student financial aid.

with the creation of the

Middle Income Assistance Act of 1978 more middle class
students have also actively campaigned for a greater
percentage of the financial aid budget.

The combination of

these two factors has resulted in aid offices developing new
types of packaging techniques that were not favorable to the
low income and Black student.

Among the new techniques that

were developed were:
(1)

Bait and Switch - This strategy consists of giving

financial aid students better financial aid packages as
freshmen to attract them to campus,
in succeeding years,

then lowering the amount

because these sophomores,

juniors,

seniors are unlikely to transfer from the college.
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(2)

Pifferential Packaging - This technique gives

different financial aid awards to students who have the same
financial need.

Usually the differential in the financial

aid awarding is based on grade point average,

the higher the

grade points average the larger the assistance.

Therefore,

students on the lowest academic level may not receive any
institutional grant assistance,

even though their need may be

the same as other students in that category.
(3)

Admit/Deny Policy - Students with financial need may

be admitted into the college,

but may be denied financial aid

because they do not meet a certain academic profile.
Students may come to school only if they receive federal
entitlement grants or bring outside scholarships.
(4)

Merit Scholarships - Merit scholarships,

increasingly popular since the mid 1970's,
non-financial need awards,
as a criterion.

are given out as

therefore ignoring family income

In many cases the funding for these

scholarships is taken out of the pool of funds for all
financially deserving students.

This practice of buying

academically talented students is fairly commonplace,
although it has been criticized by educational agencies such
as the College Scholarship Service and the American Council
on Education.
The availability of financial aid is,
to the cost of tuition.

of course,

relevant

Between 1978 and 1987 the cost of

college attendance grew 228 percent at private institutions,
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201 percent at public universities,
community colleges.

(College Board,

and 198 percent at
1983 and 1987)

It is

clear that financial aid programs have not kept up with the
rising costs in higher education.
Other developments in federal programs during 1980-s
affected Black students,

of particular significance are the:

1-

Security^Benefits^ redUCtion in Educational Social

2*

benefitsbilli°n d°llar reduction in Vietnam Veterans

3.

Greater restriction in the Guaranteed Student Loan
dUe to the Hi9her Education Amendments of
1981 and 1986.

While federal statistics on race are not available one
can assume that these and other reductions in federal
assistance programs have had a disproportionate affect on
Black students.

It was estimated by Reginald Wilson of the

American Council on Education that if President Reagan's full
recommendations for cut backs to financial aid in 1982 had
been passed 90 percent of Black college students nationwide
would have been forced to leave school.

(Wilson and Melendez,

1984)
Due to their lower family income and SES levels both
Black students and Black colleges are dependent on these
direct and indirect dollars for support and operating
expenses.

This was the intent of the Title III program in

the Higher Education Amendments of 1965.
indicated:

The preamble
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The Commissioner shall carry out a nrnnram
_
assistant to strengthen the academic quality
fPecia
developing institutions which have a desire Lh ™*

,

for a substantial contribution to the higher edu^atlSnal1
resources of the nation, but which are struggling ^o?
survival and are isolated from the main curSnt of
academic life." (Thomas, 1983, p. 36)
Cutbacks
of

students

decline
1978.

federal

assistance correlate with the decline

in Black colleges.

There was a 7.5 percent

in Black college student population between 1977
Part

increase
the

in

of this decline was directly attributed to the

in audit activities of Pell Grant applications by

Department of Education.

(Thomas,

Black colleges are also less
the

and

federal government
Robert Hauser

1983)

likely to receive

funds

from

in terms of research and development.

(198)

has

indicated:

"In my view the strongest variable in the turn around of
the Black students is the declining size and share of
student financial aid targeted for minorities in the form
of grants.
If these costs are too high for many Black
students attendance must be financed by borrowing in
light of the lower family income, increase the cost of
attending, and perception of uncertain return to school."
(p. 16)
John Lee
1972

to

(1978)

1977

reported

Black student

actually declined 4.7
White

student

percent

from

to

Institute of Education
educational
(Thomas,

research;

1983)

financial

percent

financial
$1,168

in the CIRT studies,

from $1,945 to

funded

In

from

aid award average

aid award average
$1,260.

that

1975,

$1,854,

while

increased 7.9
the National

$13.1 million dollars of higher

$41,000 went to Black colleges.

It has also been reported by researcher Gail
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Thomas

(1983)

that in White institutions there are fewer

Black graduate students used as teaching assistantships in
federal contract and grants for research purposes.
These changing funding priorities also affected programs
that assist Black students in secondary schools.

Federal

spending for secondary educational programs was 20 percent
less in 1984 than it was in 1981.
were impact aid,

The major areas affected

compensatory education for disadvantaged

students and vocational education.

Of significant importance

was the reduced funding in Title I compensatory education for
disadvantanged students.

These funds help to provide

counseling and remedial services for elementary school
students who are below certain reading and math levels,
come from difficult family situations.

or

The Title I program

was consolidated into Chapter I programs and changed the
targeting of schools in heavy minority population areas.
These changes reduced the number of students serviced and had
less service areas than under the Title I programs.
1983)

(Hammond,

This was also true for the Chapter II program,

desegregate secondary school districts.
category were consolidated,

funds to

Funds in this

and instead of being targeted for

schools with both minority and disadvantaged students,

the

regulations were changed to meet enrollment formulas.

This

reduced the funding to many minority and urban school
districts and eliminated many programs in the same
geographical areas.

(Lee,

1978)
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Clearly,

one can see a retrenchment in the availability

of educational funds for Black students on the secondary and
higher education level.

Future prospects are no brighter

based on the proposed federal educational funding of
President Reagan through 1992.
Office of Management and Budget,

According to the federal
"The administration policy

on education emphasized national leadership and dedication
for excellence for all children...The budget contains the
federal government's commitment to higher education for poor,
with significant changes to program structures."

(p.

7)

When reviewing proposed federal spending levels,
1992,

submitted by the Reagan administration,

1988 to

the preceding

statements prove to be entirely inaccurate.

One sees a

reduced outlay for most education programs.

In the next four

years,

the Office of Management and Budget

(1987)

will

propose a 4 percent increase in the amount of social services
for students,
aid,

a

a 47 percent reduction for student financial

.6 percent

schools,

increase for elementary and secondary

and a 23 percent reduction in the allocation for

research and educational aid.
In spite of the claims of the Reagan administration,
these fiscal policies will likely lead to a continuing
decline in the number of Black and low income students
attending college.

When one looks at the current and

proposed funding levels of such programs for student
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financial aid and compares this with the growing disparity of
Black/White family income,

there is little probability that

Black students will be able to keep up with the growing
financial barriers of attending higher education.

CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Introduction
This study was intended to go beyond attendance
statistics and the survey data of reasons why Black high
school graduates choose not to attend college.
used qualitative research methods.
depth interview,

This study

The researcher used an in

using primarily open-ended questions.

This

type of survey interview has been described as "a process of
dyadic communication with a predetermined and serious purpose
designed to interchange behavior and involving the answering
and asking of questions."

(Bingham,

Moore,

Gustad,

1959)

The intent of this study was to understand both the
perception and the feelings of this group of students who
have chosen not to attend college.

These perceptions and

feelings cannot be fully explained or understood by using
survey questionnaires that do not allow the subjects to add
narrative or detailed explanation to their observations,

and

that do not enable the researcher to analyze the student's
feelings as demonstrated by verbal tone and non-verbal
behavior.
Selection of Subjects
The following criteria were used for the selection of the
subjects:

twenty-four seniors at Commerce and Central High

Schools in Springfield,

Massachusetts.
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.

1

All students were Black colleqe
preparatory high
school students.

.

2

T These students have all been
the acadLi/abinty^f aSen^conege!0" 35

3.

Students are not planning to attend
college after
high school graduation.

4.

Students will be
seniors
of the interviews

This

selection of students

in high school

at the time

is called a purposive sample,

in that the respondents were chosen on the basis of certain
criteria and are not randomized
Selltiz

from the population.

describes such a study as

explains the advantages of

"the experience survey"

and

intentionally selecting

respondents with particular experiences
investigated.

Claire

in the area to be

She says:

"thus, the respondent must be chosen because of the
likelihood that they will offer the contribution sought.
In other words, a selected sample of people working (or
having knowledge) in the area that is called for."
(Selltiz, 1959)
The subjects

selected met the above criteria and

expressed a willingness to be
topic.

The

interviewed

researcher received approval

for the research
from the

superintendent of schools and the principals of the high
schools.

The

interview guide was

submitted

for their

approval.
The

school

superintendent and the principals solicited

the

support of the guidance staff

the

interview guide was

for the project.

A copy of

submitted to the guidance staff and a
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follow-up meeting was held with all the guidance staff to
answer questions about the study.
Through verbal and written communication with the school
personnel,

students and parents,

assurances were given that

the researcher would protect the identity of individual
students.

The researcher contacted all students by letter

and by personal contact to enlist their support,

and

follow-up meetings were arranged where necessary,

to explain

the nature and purpose of this study.
Content and Format of Interviews
An open-ended interview approach was used to gather data
as to the reasons Black students cite for choosing not to
attend college and to assess their feelings about that
decision.

This type of interview has been described as:

"not only does it (the less structured depth interview)
permit the subject's definition of the interviewing
situation to receive full and detailed explanation; it
should also elicit the personal and social context of
beliefs and feelings.
This type of interview achieves
its purpose to the extent that the subjects responses are
simultaneous rather than forced, are highly specific and
concrete rather than the diffuse and general, and
self-revealing, and personal, rather than superficial."
(Selltiz, Page 263)
The format of the interview is:
initiated by the interviewer,

2)

1)

questions are

respondents answer from

their educational and personal experiences,

3)

the

interviewer listens not to solve problems but to understand
the perceptions and feelings of the respondent and how the
student comprehends the subject under discussion,

and 4)

the
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interviewer tries not to anticipate or interpret answers but
may clarify any question that the respondent is confused
about.

(Lyons,

1983)

The interview schedule was at the convenience of the
student and school personnel,

and extreme care was made not

to interfere with the academic preparation time of the
student,
Patton,

since most interview literature
1981;

Bogdan and Taylor,

1975)

(Stuart,

1972;

emphasizes that the

interview time and location should be at the convenience of
the subject,

attempts were made to interview the students

during free time in their school day.

The high school

counselors contacted indicated that the researcher would
probably get a better response from students during the day
than trying to interview them at their homes during evening
hours.

Permission was received from high school officials to

use a room in the school

for the interviews and refreshments

were served to the students during the interview process.
Before the actual interview began the researcher
requested permission to tape the interview.

The students

were assured that their identities would be protected.
Students were also told that if they wanted to terminate the
interview at any time during the session,
without penalty.

All

they could do so

interview tapes were transcribed.

Composite results of the interviews were made available to
the administration of the Springfield Public School system
and school personnel of each high school.
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Since the student interviewees were not known to the
researcher before the written or personal contact,

it was

deemed important to deveiop trust and rapport before the
interview began.

The researcher attempted to exhibit a

demeanor of openness,

described the intent of the study,

and

answered any questions that the students had concerning the
purpose of the interview.

Most interview researchers cite

the above attributes as being important for interviewers to
exhibit,

in order to encourage honest and insightful

responses,

as well as to decrease the amount of nervousness.

For most of these students this was their first interview.
The literature also indicates that it is important for
the interviewer and respondent to develop a level of mutual
understanding concerning the research subject and a shared
perception of the importance of this study.
Bogdan and Taylor,

(Glaser,

1978;

1975)

The interview consisted of three sections:
1.

Demographic data

2.

Reasons for not attending college

3.

Future educational aspirations.

All

interview questions were asked of each of the

twenty-four respondents to insure consistent information.
While the interview allowed for exploration of both questions
and answers,

care was taken not to bias the interviewee.
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Section I - Demographic Data
These questions were close-ended to obtain demographic
data.

This data included high school grade level,

high school curriculum,

and family data.

age,

race

Warm up questions

were also used before the questions on demographic data to
help students feel more at ease.

These warm-up questions

asked the students about themselves,
experiences,

their high school

and activities they are involved with in school

The demographic data provided a statistical profile of
the student respondents,

and provided a way to assess

differences between male and female respondents,

as well as

^^■^^erences between students from seemingly different
economic status.

The questions for section one of the

interview are contained in Appendix B.
Section II - Influencing Factors For Not Attending College
This section of the interview has two parts.
part,

consisting of open-ended questions,

The first

has been designed

to identify the reasons Black students give for choosing not
to attend college.
interview design,

The second part,

using a structured

was designed to gather data specifically

about which factors were influential in the decision not to
attend college.
The researcher also asked two open-ended questions to
encourage the student to talk about post high school plans.
The researcher probed the answers given to solicit more
detail,

subtleties,

nuances and feelings,

and in short,

a
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more complete context for the decision.

At no time did the

researcher give any indication of approval or disapproval of
the reasons offered,

nor did he suggest any additional

potential reasons for not attending college.

The purpose was

to enable the interviewees to speak as openly and freely as
possible.
The researcher then probed the responses to these
open-ended questions until he was satisfied that he had a
comprehensive understanding of the reasons for the decision
not to attend college,

and how the interviewee felt about

that decision.
The researcher then asked a series of questions about
finances and the availability of college planning activities
and assistance.

Students were also asked to indicate

individuals who influenced their choice.

Much of the

research indicates that high school students are swayed by
attitudes of other individuals,
teachers,

counselors etc.

i.e.,

parents,

peers,

These questions were designed to

investigate the influence these persons had on the college
attendance decision.

(See Appendix B)

For low family income students barriers to higher
education may be misinformation or lack of information.
(Gardner,

1987,

College Board,

1974)

Therefore,

the

researcher attempted to assess the accuracy of the
perceptions of students regarding college options.

This section addressed the adequacy of college
information available to students.

The researcher attempted

to determine:

a)

had? but “didn't? StUd6ntS Would have

b>

C)

to have

students *®el these services should
if students intend to enroll
future time.

in college at some

(The High School and Beyond Study indicates that 6.7
percent of Black males and 9.1 percent of Black females
surveyed who were not going to college immediately after high
school expected to attend after one year.)

Respondents were

asked if they would choose to attend college if adequate
funds were available.

These were compared to answers to

findings in the literature.
Data Analysis
Before the researcher analyzed the data,

a sample of the

tapes were submitted for separate review to a second rater
for a reliability check.

Discrepancies were rectified before

the actual data analysis began.
The researcher analyzed the twenty-four interviews of
Black college preparatory high school students using
"grounded methods" of interviews as developed by Barney
Glaser.

This methodology has been described as:
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and reviewing^ Ste^i^transcripS^fieldYnStarChing

you have discovered to others." Glaser? ^7|[e3ent what
To insure the accuracy of the data collection the
researcher followed the procedure below.

.

1

.

2

3.

4.

5.

All tapes were transcribed by a typist.
The researcher read the entire transcripts of all
subjects and assigned significance to the comments.
Transcriptions were then re-read using the exact
quotes of the respondents to determine their
perceptions of the presented research questions.
Individual responses are matched to the summary of
comments of all students.
Actual quotes are
utilized to add richness to the research questions
entral themes are identified where responses were
similar for a majority of the respondents.
These
themes are also called "meaning units" (Giorgi,
1970), and are analyzed to determine if they answer
or add clarity to the predetermined research
questions.
In this way these themes add specific
insight into the problem of Black high school
students and non-college attendance.
The specific
language of the interviewees is transposed to
general concepts or themes.
(Glaser, 1978)

During the interviewing process,
maintained a log of comments,
reflections.

the researcher

questions,

and personal

These notes were used in the analysis of the

transcripts to increase the researcher's understanding of the
interaction between the interview instrument and
interviewee.

These interview log documents acted as field

notes to guide the researcher to areas of similarities and
inconsistencies in the interview process.
validity of the data,

In terms of the

Michael Patton indicates:
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must make
in their

Summary of Data Analysis
Demographic Questions;

This descriptive data are presented

in a straight-forward statistical manner.
in terms of age,

sex,

Any significances

or family backgrounds were noted and

discussed.
Open-Interview Questions:
central themes.

This data are presented via

Included in this narrative presentation is

description of the feelings these students have about their
decisions.
Structured Interview Questions;

This data are summarized

question by question and compared to themes in the open-ended
questions.
Pilot Study
The interview guide was pilot tested with five Black high
school students in the Springfield area who are not planning
to attend college.

Measures were taken to use the input of

these students to delete ambiguous words or questions from
the interview.

Pilot tests were continued until it was

determined that the questions were clear and solicited the
data sought.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

The research is organized in three major sections.

The

first section contains the demographic data of all
respondents.

The second section identifies the influencing

factors for not attending college.
presents the respondents'

The third section

views on how to improve the college

information process.
Demographic!
The sample consisted of twenty-four students.
respondents were:

1)

categorized as Black,

seniors in high school,
and 3)

2)

All
racially

were enrolled in the college

preparatory program at Central or Commerce High Schools in
Springfield,

Massachusetts.

Students participating in the

research had a median age of 17.3 years,
including 13 males
percent).

(58.3 percent)

(See Table 14)

and 11 females

(41.7

(See Table 15)

The majority of these Black high school seniors came from
non-traditional households;
families,

46.9 percent from single parent

41.6 percent from two parent families,

percent lived with neither parent.

and 12.5

(See Table 16)

These

percentages approximate the national statistics where 54
percent of all Black households are non-traditional,

and 10

percent of all Black students live with neither parent.
(Bureau of Census,

1986)
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Of those students who knew the educational level of their
fathers,

the levels were:

school degree;

9.6 percent had less than a high

47.6 percent had a high school degree;

percent had some college,
degree.

33.3

and 9.5 had achieved a college

(See Table 17)

Of the students who knew their mother's educational
levels,

the levels were:

school degree;

22.7 percent had less than a high

50 percent had a high school degree;

percent had some college,

27.3

and no mothers in the group had

achieved a college degree.

Three of the students did not

know the father's educational level,

and two students did not

know their mother's educational level.

(See Table 18)

This data supports the literature that indicates that the
majority of the fathers and mothers of Black children do not
have college experience,

clearly impairing their ability to

advise their children in college matters.

This is common for

Black high school students as the national median educational
level

for Black parents is 12.2 years,

years for White parents.

as compared to 12.8

(Bureau of Census,

1986)

Although the majority of the respondent's parents had not
attended college,

45.8 percent had brothers or sisters who

had gone to college;
of the females.
percent)

46 percent of the males and 4 5 percent

(See Table 19)

However only six

(25

of these students reported that their brothers and

sisters had graduated from college:

8.3 percent of all the

males compared to 16.7 percent of all the females.

While
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some of the siblings were still attending college,

many of

the interviewees indicated that their brothers and sisters
had dropped out of college.

(See Table 20)

Only 45.8 percent of the students had ever visited a
college.

This information is quite interesting given that

both Central and Commerce High are no more than a half a mile
from American International College and Springfield Technical
Community College.

Commerce High School is located directly

across the street from Springfield Technical Community
College.

By visitation to a college,

I indicated to the

students that I meant for other than social purposes,

it is

puzzling to find that over half of the students have not
visited local or adjacent colleges to investigate careers and
academic opportunities.

(See Table 21)

Influencing Factors For Not Attending College
Research Question #

1

(Section II)

What do you plan to do after high school?
The responses can be categorized in four major areas:
undecided,

2)

plans and 4)

plans for military service,

3)

immediate work

pursuit of proprietary/trade school goals.

The largest percentage of the students twelve
percent)

l)

(50

were undecided about their after high school plans.

These interviews were held in February and March in the
student's senior year,
graduation.

However,

approximately three months from
these students did not really know
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whether they might attend a two or four year college, work
immediately after high school,

or pursue other goals.

These

students seemed uneasy and anxious when I asked this
question,

and many said that they had not given it much

consideration.
A female student at Commerce High School gave a typical
response:
Well right now I have a job as a secretary part-time and
I probably will work there...but ah...I am really not
sure right now...cause my mother tells me I need to qo to
college so maybe I will go to STCC (Springfield Technical
Community college) part-time but I ^reafly^ot^ann^ng
^•
She is trying to push me into going". (5)
Other students in the undecided category indicated that
they were thinking about going to college,
admission or financial aid application.

but had made no

Given that these

interviews took place in February and March in the senior
year,

it is highly improbable that these undecided students

would be able to get accepted at a four year institution for
that fall.

A male explained:

"I am not sure about college or anything.
I am not sure
at this point, but I know at least I am working on
it...well in a sense my decision is not made...it is just
sort of an intermediate point in time to make a
decision."
(13)
The twelve students in this undecided category appeared
confused and gave evidence of having lower self-esteem than
students who had made plans.
answers.

They seemed to be grasping for
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Eight students

(33 percent)

indicated that they were

entering the military after high school graduation.

Three of

the students had enrolled in the Deferred Entry Program
(DEP).

All eight of these students talked about the

educational opportunities that the military service gave
them.

A male student from Central High School said:

"Well I was talking to a recruiter and she said that
vou callSit that.the£ hadna sch°o1 in their ah...what do
you caH it - going to college is one of the oppor^1“la?d 1 ??-gured that it would be the best way for
college now cause not having that much money
it could pay for a certain percent of it. . .Well I go
into the service in September and then after I finish
boot camp and all that I start a certain job for them and
because I am not going to be in infantry, they are going
to send me to a school to learn a certain education thing - I will learn about air traffic...” (i)
These students tend to see the military as another form
of higher education.

They are all aware that the military

has good educational benefits,

and that some branches are

offering community college courses at their bases.

Another

male student elaborated on this point:
"Well I am joining the Air Force - military - they are
going to pay 75% of the college tuition at any college
that I choose to go to....The program is called the
Community College of the Air Force."
(11)
The military has launched a marketing campaign to recruit
young minority youngsters into their branches.

Since

one-third of the students indicated that they would be going
to the military,
off.

these marketing strategies seem to be paying

Many of these students are signing up for the military
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at the age of sixteen,
eighteen.

and deferring their entrance until

age

Therefore the military is recruiting these

students even before they have a chance to talk to college
recruiters in their senior year, which may be taking an
appreciable number of students away from various levels of
higher education.
Three students

(See Table 22)
(12.5 percent)

force after high school.

planned to enter the work

A female student.

President of the

Honor Society at Commerce High School explained:
"I am not attending college - right now - although I am
graduating eleventh in my class — and President of
National Honor Society, and I have been an honor ever
since I walked through these doors and I have - I am in
like Editor of Year Book and I am in everything so you
know I feel like I have been pushed pushed and sometimes
when you are involved in a lot of things, like all these
questions.
You are pushed and pushed and I just needed a
break so I decided well I work - all this time so I
deserve to decide what I want to do."
(14)
Only one of the students
attend proprietary school,

(4.2 percent)

had chosen to

which was surprising as the

literature indicates that 16 to 20 percent of students in
these institutions are minority,

and even this decision

appears to be made without a clear career objective:
"I don't know I hope I will be a hairdresser and be able
to work right away.
It was kind of horrible I did not
know of anything else, cause I did not want to sit behind
a computer all day and my sister wants me to be a phone
operator cause she works at the phone company and I did
not want to do anything like that..so I went to Mansfield
Career Day lecture and that sounded interesting."
(10)
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Research Question # 2a

(Section II)

Tell me how you made your decision?
This question turned out to be virtually useless,

in that

the students seemed unable to understand the question.
Apparently they have no way of thinking or of talking about
this process of making a decision.

Most responded with "I

don't know- or "I just made it," and those who tried to
respond,

provided no interpretable explanation.
Research Question #2b

(Section II)

When did you make this decision?
The majority of the students interviewed,
percent),

fifteen

(62.5

indicated that they had made their decision in

their senior year.

Many of the students mentioned that they

made this decision when on Christmas break with their
families.
students;

This may account for the high rate of undecided
as many of these students were still in a state of

flux in choosing post graduation goals.

Late planning was a

common theme with these students.
Three students

(12.5 percent)

year of high school;
the sophomore year;
freshman year,

had indicated the junior

three students

(12.5 percent)

had chosen

one student

(4.2 percent)

indicated the

and two students

(8.3 percent)

indicated that

they made their choice in grade school

(See Table 23)

A student who had chosen his occupation as a graphic
artist stated:
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"I decided in the tenth grade
at fircf T
industrial art and I talked to’annt-h
1 thou9ht it was
industrial art and his industrial
Who Was in
more different and didn't exactly wha+^T
a llttle bit

FY

“S““

ss;“r;s L.-»-rea,*g3 —•« =*
Students who made the decision in their senior year were
clearly more uneasy about their choices than students who had
decided earlier,

and they are certainly at a career

disadvantage compared to students who decided earlier.
Research Question #2c

(Section II)

—any individuals influence your decision?
Nine students

(37.5 percent)

reported that parents were

the most important individuals in their college attendance
decision.

Of these nine students,

five responded that their

parents were trying to encourage them to attend college.

One

female student stated:
"No, my mother wanted me to go to college...she wanted me
to go somewhere far off but I don't want to go.
Yeah...she told me I should get out of Springfield - she
does not want me to stay here all my life..."
(19)
It is evident that these parents place more emphasis on
college than the students themselves.

This has a tendency to

confuse the student even further.
"Well my mother said that she really wants me to go to
college and not to put it off.
I am thinking about
working for a year but I don't know which is the wise
decision - I think I should not go right away."
(3)
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Others seemed to openly resist parental advice:

K5« 2.VS5

V

cause they though it would be too hard
to^o in Marines, and I want tolo^hai

J°Tln ^rines

No, in fact people are discouraginq me (decision n^f *.
attend college) - my mother and sister don-? wan?
be a hairdresser."
(io)
e to

Z

These findings are similar to a survey done by the
Carnegie Foundation for Advancement for Teaching
which indicated that the majority of students

(1985),

(89 percent)

who were planning to attend college considered parents as
being the most influential

individuals in the decision-making

process.
Nine subjects

(37.5 percent)

consider themselves rather

than their parents to be the primary person for the decision
about higher education.

This may be due to the fact that few

parents had college experience,

and therefore could not add

to the knowledge base of the student.

Since only 37.5

percent of the fathers and 29.1 percent of the mothers had
attended college,

the majority of students seem to depend on

other individuals or themselves to determine their choice
about college attendance.
Six students

(25 percent)

to influence their decision.

indicated that friends helped
It was also indicated that once

individuals start making their plans not to attend college,
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they start to associate with other individuals who have
similar career paths.
"Well,

One student from Central High School

most of mv friends

Of the students interviewed only three

(12.5 percent)

indicated that the guidance counselors were influential in
their decision not to attend college.

This compared with 16

percent of the students in the Carnegie survey

(1985).

it

appears that students who are deciding not to attend college,
seem to avoid guidance.

This was not evident for students

who were planning to enter the military service or start a
career.
Other individuals mentioned as being influential in the
non-college decision-making processes were:
percent),
girl

relatives

(8.3 percent),

friends/boy friends

percent).

recruiters

(4.2 percent),

siblings

(12.5

(8.3 percent),

and other

(4.2

(See Table 24)

The students in these interviews cite parents and
themselves as the two most important individuals in making
their decision not to attend college.

Even though more than

45 percent of these students have brothers and sisters who
have attended college,

only 12.5 percent of them indicated

that these siblings were influential
college plans.

in their decision about

These students seem to be either unable or

unwilling to use available resources,

such as guidance
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counselors
college

Those who decided not to attend

indicated they no longer utilize the school guidance

resources,
and

for assistance.

choosing

friends,

instead to rely on their own intuition,

to shape their career goals.
Research Question

What were your reasons

The

(Section II)

for not attending college?

largest percentage of students,

indicated
not

#3

lack of

finances as the most

attending college.

with either parent,

eleven

(45.8 percent)

important reason

A female student,

who did not

for

live

said:

Oh, financial reasons, I don't have any money ~ no money
at all I mean I am not even going to the prom, I am not
going to the banquet and that hurts.
I did not go to my
Junior/Senior Prom and the only day I can focus on is
9^a(^uation that is the only day I can look forward
to...But that is if X knew that I would get into college
right now and would not have to worry about any money and
just go and study and be what I wanted to be I would be I
am gone.
There would be no question about it, but it is
just hard.
I look at the United Negro College Fund
commercial when the Black high school student gets his
letter from a college as accepted and he could not afford
to go and they framed the letter and that really gets to
me.
I understand what they are saying at least - I
wonder how people see up here in Springfield,
Massachusetts.
Black people here are much better off.
You can just look and they are much better off and these
kids are not going through hard times, and they can't
appreciate things.
They don't appreciate how good it is
to have someone behind you to help you out and when you
don't have anyone to help you out.
You just have to do
everything on your own."
(22)
Three
not

of these

afford college,

part,

students
however,

reported that their parents could
it was

speculation on their

as they admitted that they had not talked to their

parents

about

finances.
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Perceptions about lack of financial resources,
several students,

for

were closely interelated with feelings of

academic vulnerability,

six students were able to openly

address this interconnection.

Two of them said:

wen I was really - how you say it - I was influenced
because in my seventh grade year I messed up my grades
and attendance because my mother and father were just
getting a divorce and I was missing school - and it
really messed uP my grades and my credits so I had to do
all this English to get into a college - a good college a. schola^shlP
something and I know my mother
don t have too much money - and that was the real
reason."
(l)
"Ah. ..basically I was thinking I can't get into a nice
college anyway - my grades aren't that good...not that
good and money - you know, my mother doesn't make a real
lot of money."
(4)
The students who indicated either financial or academic
reasons as being the primary causes for not going to college
were frequently unable to differentiate between the two.
These students appear to give up hope for college,
less attentive to their studies,

become

and then choose non-college

options such as military service or the workforce.
As one student said:
"It (the military) will give me a chance that I would
need, and they say it is one of the best areas to go
into...The training - that is all the things that people
say that you would need in life.
Also free training and
you pick what job you want to go into, and you have a
house or someplace to stay and that is free...Most of
your food is free - insurance, and there is a lot of
security reasons other than working around in the real
world, out here in the civilian world."
(17)
The second most prevalent reason for not attending
college was indecision,

indicated by seven

(29.1 percent)
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students.

These students are the same who indicated that

they were undecided about what to do after high school,

a

student from Commerce High School spoke of his indecision
thusly:
"Ah...m°stly the reason is ah...gearing

(sic)

into one

for a9colwf Wh^ I,wanted to goI don't want to go
for a college, and end up not liking it, and it was hard
for me to decade what college to go to ind then another
thing was where to get the money I know there is all
^indSr.T?f money out there but ah...where exactly to get
it.
Where was I going to get it and I decided to give
myself a little more time to think about it."
(21)
Six students
rewards now,
college.

(25 percent)

stated they wanted economic

and were not willing to defer income until after

Two explanations for seeking immediate economic

returns on their high school education were:
"Well this (decision) just come about this year.
I had
always before wanted to be a judge and I don't know how I
switched but I just like....I think I will enjoy it
(work) and so my mother works for Digital and the people
that are getting me into this (work) program are friends
of the family.
So they have been talking to me and
telling me what it is about and so I figured I would give
it a shot, and if I have a guaranteed job waiting for me
it sounds good to me, I don't have to worry too much."
(8)
"That is basically it, you know I want to live
comfortably and I don't want to work hard all my life.
I
want to be able to relax like my father, he did not go to
college - but ah...he works for (the Post Office) and the
way he worked it out he lives very - we live very
comfortably and he retired at 40."
(9)
Other reasons cited by the students,
less significant were:
(12.5 percent),
divorce,

etc.,

b)

a)

but deemed as being

tired of school,

family problems,

three students

i.e.,

three students

death of a parent,

(12.5 percent,

c)

not ready for
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college,

two students

immediately,
to college,

(8.3 percent),

two students
one student

(4.2 percent).

wants to work

(8.3 percent),

(4.2 percent),

e)

f)

no desire to go

other,

one student

See Table 25)
Research Question # 4

Righ°school^Y°U reCeived enouclh
Surprisingly,
sixteen

d)

(Section II)
information

two-thirds of the students interviewed,

(66.6 percent)

indicated that they did not feel that

they received enough information about college.
one-third eight

(33.3 percent)

The other

felt that the information was

either adequate or good.
Of the students that felt that they had insufficient
information most volunteered that they started too late in
the college planning process.

Many of the students indicated

that they became interested in college too late,

therefore

were unprepared in their senior year to make an adequate
decision.

The topic of student interest seem to be a central

point in the student's conversation.

Some of the students

indicated that they had just started to become serious about
their academics when they knew that high school graduation
was approaching.

A student at Central High School made a

telling analysis of this change of attitude.
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"Well,

when I was at Tech

and I met Miss Jackson

(Technical

HirtH c k

tv

(Assistant Pr?n^lki?lth teachers

taL°"a f ‘^ interested

iS

^ **1*

whether it
it just
lust*!^
Y°U need
do to
something
wnether
be going to work,
you to
need
havP y
something to do, and not just haAg around and $ said I dn
need to do something.
In 9th grade I did nSt oa«
passing the 9th grade I just wanted to get out
?
started changing toward the end of the 10th grade1 after
I realised that my mother was not going to b! her4 all
the time and that is when my mother left me (died) and mv
sister and I never saw her again...I had to do it on mv

LLt

Tsaid foroet thV0^ that WaS g°ing to do i,: for
else bring^e down."

(C?

ms-

g°ing t0 let anYb°d*

This student's comment seems to be common for many of the
students that felt they did not receive enough college
information.

They indicated that,

in their earlier high

school years,

that they may not have been as serious as they

should have been about their future goals.
passed,

As the years

they became exceedingly more aware that they needed

to get more information concerning college and other
opportunties.
questions,

However,

as indicated in the open-ended

many students did not seek information until late

in their senior year.

Only then did they begin to realize

they are at a disadvantage in applying for jobs or college
admission.
Many of the students who reported not having had adequate
information about college admissions,

also reported

inadequate advising in choosing high school courses.
the students

Many of

felt that by the time they reached their senior
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year they realized they had not taken the appropriate courses
to attend the colleges of their choice.

Some students felt

that they should have taken more responsibility for their own
academic planning while others indicated that their guidance
counselors were too busy to adequately advise them on college
planning.

(See Table 26)

The lack of assistance of guidance counselors was a
primary theme at one of the high school where the students
were interviewed.

Two of the students at that high school

gave particular examples concerning this situation.
"They (the guidance counselors) don't keep you completely
in the dark as far as counselors telling you about
college - they give you a little information but I don't
think they give you enough - like right now - ah...I feel
like the counselors letting me know what courses that I
am going to need for what I am going to do and when I go
to college, and they have not called me down and told me
any of that - it is just like - maybe 1 am wrong maybe it
should be up to myself but I feel they should give me
some information."
(15)
"Here there is like went to the - and in the "Bulletin"
and they have applications and something like that you
know with your schedule and everything you know I could
fit in time to go in while it was kind of hard - get in
time to come here and my counselor most of the time is
busy running back and forth."
One-third of the students

(8)

indicated that they did

receive enough college information during high school.
felt that the information was there,
individually seek it.

They

but they did not

Self-motivation seems to be a primary

factor for students who had received enough information about
college.

Students indicated that they had to go to the
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guidance counselor's office to obtain information on college
matters.

A student

from Commerce High School details this

process.

think that all the information that I needed was t-hor-o
it was lust that I figured that I was no? go!ng
L ?
'

I

0^1

';,ent after so much information.. .cause when I first
came in my ]umor year I went in to a computer test that
he (guidance counseior) has in his office to see what
Wh55e^ent Jr0*1®1^3 y°u know actually the test was to see
what I wanted to do - what I wanted to go to college for
...and it asked me my likes and dislikes and it put me in
a category of what jobs would be good for me and the
colleges to go to for what that field and it turned out
that computers was the field for me and ah...it gave me
different colleges and stuff it is, just that I did not
pursue the issue."
(13)
Students
a)

indicated that this

late applications

selecting a major,
minute,

d)

late

for colleges,

c)

filing of

financial

fear of
to be

rejected

academically
of

in

fear
a

aid

forms,

seem to be suffering

This

e)

late

from a

feeling seems to be either a

that they are being told that they are going

from college or that they can't make

in college.

The second

filling out applications

of this
are

factor.

failure,

late counseling on

transcripts sent to college.

Many of these students
fear

b)

included:

not taking SAT tests until the last

request to get high school

multi-tier

late planning

and

it

fear may be a basic

forms.

The ultimate outcome

is by the time they make up their minds,

last priority

fear

for either colleges or jobs.

they
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Research Question # 4a
Did you seek

(college)

(Section II)

information?

Similar themes were given as responses to this question.
Twelve students

(50 percent)

information and 12
had not.

students

indicated that they had sought
(50 percent)

indicated that they

The respondents who had sought information,

admitted that they may have been a little remise in
investigating college sources,

and that they had changed

minds several times during their high school careers.
This added to their indecision about attending college.

They

also cited family problems and lack of interest as
contributing to their disregard of college.

(See Table 27)

A male student at Central High School talked about it
this way:
"At the high school I think I was lazy or something.
I
did not take my SATs and I did not like you know, how
most seniors were ah...in getting applications - to
colleges and all that...so I just was not into it because
I did not come to school or nothing because of family
problems.
Yeah I started a few interviews or whatever
you call them with college recruiters, and never even
went to them.
I signed up for three and never would
go."
(1)
All

12

students who indicated that they did not seek

information were part of the 18 students who indicated that
they felt they did not receive enough college information.
This seems to relate back to the central theme of the open
ended question,
they,

where students indicated that they felt that

individually,

were the second most influential person

in the college decision.

The decision about college

Ill

attendance seems to be more and more an individual decision,
and many times the students themselves,

acting alone,

determine whether they will seek college information.
Although parents,

guidance counselors and other individuals

may try to encourage them,
decision themselves.

the students ultimately make the

(See Table 28)

Research Question # 4b

(Section II)

What individuals helped you?
This question queried students as to who was influential
in helping them make the college attendance decision.
the twenty-four students

(41.6 percent)

parents were important in this process.

Ten of

indicated that
(See Table 28)

Many

students who indicated parents also emphasized that the
quality of information from parents was of questionable
value,

as their parents had not attended college.

Two

students articulated the need for parental support in trying
to determine the importance of higher education.
"My mother she kept reading when they sent the brochures
and stuff...I would look for interior design and if it
was not in there I just put it down, and she would start
picking it up and tell me the other things that are in
there."
(19)
"Yes, ah...my parents cause some most of them - they
didn't have a chance to go to college, and I see through
them that they tell me I have a chance to better myself
and so it would be ah..best to go forward to go to
college, and so I can better myself and do a little bit
better than what they are doing now, since they did not
have a chance for that higher education."
(7)
Two themes keep recurring when they talked about their
parents and higher education.

They repeatedly emphasized the
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encouragement parents gave them to get a college education.
This seems to have been especially important for those
parents who were not able to go to college.

Secondly,

parents seem to be the chief motivating source for students,
even when the parents did not encourage college attendance.
Almost without exception these students were proud of the
parental guidance,
Seven students

whether or not it pointed toward college.
(29.1 percent)

rated themselves as the

second most influential person concerning college
information.

This information is almost identical to the

answers given in the open-ended question as to the most
influential persons affecting post high school plans.

These

students seem to be unusually reliant on their own ability to
make good decisions about college.

Some seemed unwilling or

unable to seek the advice of others to assist them with this
process.

One student at Central High School talked about the

interchange between himself and his parents about his
educational and career decisions.
"No really - it is - it was my choice like when I was
going to high school I went to Sacred Heart School which is a Catholic school - and my parents gave me the
choice of either going to public school or Cathedral it
was really - my choice individually instead of them
saying you are going here.
The hitch was that if I was
going to public school I had to do the same as I was in
Catholic School and that meant I had to do my homework
and keep my grades up to par and expect to do as well as
I did in our Lady of Sacred Heart in public school
because they knew the atmosphere of a public school different distractions and other things like that.
I
feel they really wanted me to go to Cathedral but they
gave me a choice and I feel glad that they gave me that
choice to decide."
(7)
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The next most cited individuals were high school guidance
counselors and friends,

six

(25 percent)

mentioned these as

helping them sort out college information.

Students again

indicated that they would like to have had more contact with
guidance counselors.

One student talked about the

interchange between the guidance counselors and Black seniors
at her high school.
I think they (the guidance counselors) could have had
more individual attention you know with your counselors
so they could like help you.
I don't think that your
school really has basically you know programs that - you
know help you into doing things and you know to look
forward or look into going to college, and I think that
the counselors could spend a little more time with the
individuals and parents and help them get information for
the colleges that the student wants to go to."
(3)
recurring theme of insufficient contact between
guidance counselors and students is present in many of the
responses.

Five students interviewed indicated that high

school guidance counselors were too busy to provide adequate
information to them for college counseling.
blame the counselor,

They did not

but simply acknowledged the guidance

situation at their school.
Other individuals were cited as being important to the
college information process in lesser percentages than the
beforementioned individuals.

Specifically,

mentioned by 12.5 percent of the students,
percent and recruiters 4.3 percent

siblings were
teachers 8.3

(See Table 28)
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Research Question # 5

(Section II)

Were financial reasons important in your decision
to college?

not to on
^

It has been established through other questions,

that

financial reasons were given as the most significant factor
for not attending college.
(58.3 percent)

As expected,

indicated that financial reasons were

important in their decisions,
percent)

fourteen students

while ten students

(41.7

indicated that this was not an important factor.

Students who identified financial reasons as important
consistently pointed to their parents'
college education,

inability to pay for a

and the necessity of earning income before

they considered college.

Four students indicated a

reluctance to go into debt to to pay for college expenses.
In fact,

four of the individuals going into the military

indicated they were doing so primarily for educational
benefits,

as they did not want to start off their adult life

by bearing large debts.

A student from Commerce High added

significance to this point.
"Financial reasons are extremely important - I just did
not feel like going into debt when we went to MIT there
were people talking about bills and $36,000 in loans and
all this, and I am not ready to go into that much debt.
I would rather go to the Navy and serve my six years and
come out with my $25,000 for college assistance or
whatever it is... if you serve two years they will put
$18,000 toward your college education and if you serve
four years or more they put $26,000 toward your college
education."
(20)
Repeatedly,

students who were entering the military

emphasized the fact that they would be able to get a debt
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free education.

These programs seem to be lucrative,

especially to a seventeen or eighteen year old high school
student who may not understand the ramifications of giving a
three to six year commitment to the military service for
economic returns.
question,

Many of the students who said yes to this

also admitted that they had been less than diligent

in checking into the available financial aid programs for
college.

These students seem to be again locked into that

late planning process and have not sat down with their
parents or other individuals to seek funding sources for
college.
The ten students who indicated that financial reasons
were not important to their decision not to attend college,
offered a multitude of alternative answers.
students

Six of the

in this category admitted that their parents had

saved for college education,

but they had other reasons for

not attending college.

There seem to be a willingness for

both groups of parents,

whether finacially able or not,

to

contribute as much as possible to the students future
educational goals.
Late planning typified these students as it did the
students reporting financial reasons as important for not
going to college.
aid process,

Many had not inquired into the financial

nor had they considered other financial options.
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Respondent's Recommendations and Future College Aspirating
Research Question #

l

(Section III)

Do__you think you may go to college later?
Of the students interviewed,
students,
later,

if ves f

whon?

an overwhelming majority,

17

indicated that they had plans to attend college

5 students

were undecided,

they would never attend college.
It is surprising

and 2 students indicated
(See Table 29)

that over 8 0 percent of these students

anticipate attending college in the future.

Equally puzzling

was the range of time periods for which college was
anticipated.

Five students saw themselves attending college

year,

six students after two years,

after three years,
years,

two students

and four students after four or more

and seven could not estimate the time.

(See Table 31)

All of the students who indicated they were going into
the military

(eight)

said they would attend college either

during or after their years in the armed service.

This

reaffirmed that these students saw the armed services as
providing an alternative educational structure.
Twenty percent of the students interviewed had absolutely
no post high school plans.

These students typically gave

short and ambigious answers,
of future goals or plans.

offering not the slightest trace

They indicated throughout the
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interview they were still trying to get their -programtogether and hopefully would sometime after graduation from
high school.
Research Question # 2

(Section III)

If you had enough funds for college, would yon nhanr y^11r
decision not to attend colliji?
-nqe your
This question was asked in an attempt to validate earlier
answers citing finances as a primary reason for not attending
college.
percent)

Thirteen of the students interviewed,

indicated that they would not change their minds if

finances became available while eleven students
percent)

(54.2

(45.8

indicated they would change their decision.

The

students that answered no had similar reasons for doing so.
Five students want to make money first before they attend
college.

A male student from Commerce High identifies this

feeling.
"Like I say, I want to make money and I want to make
money soon as possible....because I plan on getting off
the ground and soar high before I run out of gas.
That
is simplest way I can put it.
Alright, I want to be able
to do something now, and not wait until I am over the
hill or unable to do it.
I don't want time to pass me by
wasting it on doing something else, an average job.
I
want to be something special.
I rather go to a job and
get paid for learning, instead of going to a school to
pay to get learning."
(1)
Three indicated that they were either tired of school or
not ready yet to go into college.

Finances were only

secondary reasons in their decisions.

Three students

confessed to being scared to try college,

fearing failure.
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Eleven students indicated that they would change their
mind about not going to college if they had enough funds,

of

these eleven three were students planning to enter the
military service;

they indicated that they would cancel the

military plans immediately if they knew that they had
financial backing for college.

One of the students

commented.
"Okay ah...1 am not sworn into the Air Force right now
and if I came up on a college that I was accepted to
n^ht now, and X saw that X was going to be able to pay
for it, of course I would go next fall instead of the Air
Force.
But it does not look like that right now so that
is why I decided the Air Force."
(21)
Ten students who reported that financial reasons were
important indicated that they would attend college if they
had enough finances.
Research Question # 3

(Section III)

What type of programs could have benefitted you to plan for
college?
This question attempts to have the students reflect on
their high school careers and speculate on what could have
helped them better prepare for college.
The most often cited response was a pre-college planning
program early in their high school career.
percent),

specifically recommended this.

Fourteen

(58.1

They stressed the

need for a program sponsored either by the guidance
counselors or by external sources.
programs to help them:

1)

They recommended specific

fill out college applications,
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2)

prepare for the SAT before the senior year,

and 3)

more

interaction with parents and guidance counselors concerning
college planning.

They advised that the program might 1)

use

former students who have graduated from the high school and
college as speakers to juniors and seniors,

2)

act as a

liaison between colleges and high schools to develop
potential students,

3)

arrange visitations to colleges,

and

arrange meetings with professors and administrators,
4)

structure college planning programs within the school day,

as evening programs conflict with work and family affairs,
and 5)

promote more individual attention from guidance

counselors for prospective college student.
Students emphasized the need for early college planning:
"That would have helped a lot if someone told me last
year (junior year) ah...to send off an application at
least by October, and fill out take an SAT very early
that is another thing I did not know.
Take your SAT
9s you can, and financial aid — try to get your
financial aid as early as you can and get it up there so
that by January you can have a letter saying you are
accepted to such and such college, so by March I have
another letter you have been accepted for financial aid.
Then I figured if someone told me that last year, I would
be a lot better right now, but no one told me."
(21)
The second most frequent response was the need for more
academic courses,
science.

specifically in math,

science and computer

The need for finding out about the academic

requirements

for college early in the high school career was

repeated by ten students

(41.6 percent).
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I think more math coures - and you know I think if t
knew exactly what I wanted to do
- early I think ^
^
have taken more math coures - or vou know
could
what I

l

V d"'1 exactly know what I wanted to do wanted to major in and so I was undecided about

^

££ someSof°my^friendsWtheyIwant

“

Next in importance was the need for assistance in
financial planning for college.
percent)

Seven students

(29.2

indicated that this could have benefitted them.

Many of the students interviewed did not know how much it
would cost to go to a specific college,
the costs.

or how they might pay

Students did know the difference in cost between

a community college and a four-year college, but had little
awareness of the difference between going to a
state-supported institution and a private institution.
Several students indicated that they knew that there had
been financial aid nights in Springfield.

One of the high

schools had an organized financial aid session during the
school day.
program.

Students from that high school appreciated this

Very few of the students knew about private or

outside scholarships.

Students acknowledged that the

responsibility for filling out these financial aid forms was
their own,

yet they demonstrated a reluctance:

"Let me see - maybe if we could have had something
earlier like ah...you know to get motivated to do it to
get out the financial aid applications and because that
is what I am slack on.
That is why I have only gotten to
one and you know I know how important it is but nobody
really pushed me but the guidance counselor is on my back
now he said it is getting late."
(18)
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It would be hard to overstate the fear these students seems to
have in filling out the financial aid forms.
that parents,

also,

They indicated

are reluctant to fill them out,

perhaps

misunderstanding the importance of it.
Other types of programs that were mentioned:
visitations to colleges,

four students

high school
students

3)

2)

more

four students

programs to match high school seniors with

freshman and sophomores

(8.3 percent)

two students

more

(16.6 percent)

support from high school guidance counselors,
(16.6 percent)

1)

4)

5)

more contact with military

(4.2 percent)

study skills one student

two

more college/financial aid nights,

(8.3 percent),

recruiters one student

(peer mentor programs) ,

6)

(4.2 percent).

programs to improve
(See Table 31)

The programs recommended by the students fall under the
general categories of early college planning,
preparation,

academic

and financial planning.
Research Question #4

(Section III)

When do you think college planning programs should be
available to students?
Students were very definite in their opinions about when
college planning programs should be available.
students

(58.3 percent)

Fourteen

felt that the freshman year was the

critical time for students to start planning for college.
though they acknowledged that they might change their
throughout their high school career,

Even

minds

they felt that the

freshman year was the proper time to start to plan for college.
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A female student from Commerce high put it quite
succinctly.
"I think in your first year here at 10th grade in this
school, but I think in 9th grade they should start
preparing because it is important, and it is hard, and it
is really hard to deal with making a decision.
I thought
it was going to be so easy and then when I am here, now
like oh gosh I have to figure out where I am going and
what I am going to do after June 2nd this is it for me.
I think as soon as you come into high school they should
start helping you.
You know it is going to happen
quickly, a lot quicker than you think and when you are
there, and you are not prepared it is hard.
I decided it
was going to be so easy and now I am here and it is kind
of you know frustrating because you have to sit and
really think about is Alison going to do with her life
after high school lot of people try to come back to visit
cause they were not prepared to leave.
I see a lot of
kids come here at lunch time and sit with us, and they
should be in college somewhere, or working somewhere.
They are back at high school cause they were not ready to
leave and they do not know what to do."
(18)
The second most cited period when college planning
programs should be introduced to students was in the
sophomore year.

Six students

(25 percent)

indicated that

this should be the time that students should start thinking
and planning for college.

The same reasons were given that

the students gave for starting college planning in the
freshman year.
"I think 10th grade as soon as they hit high school
because it is like the beginning of the end, and before
you know it is going to be here.
Because I can remember
when I walked in saying I can't wait til my year to
graduate and here it is already.
It comes quicker than
you think.
I think as soon as you hit the school you
should start thinking about college.
High school because
it is no joke at all, I found that out quick."
(16)
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They claimed that freshmen and sophomores frequently don't
understand the importance of their course selections;
therefore,

they advise an orientation in the freshman or

sophomore year,

so that students can be more disciplined about

their academic subjects.
Three students

(12.5 percent)

said that the junior or

senior year was the most important time to start the college
planning process.

Only one student,

(4.1)

the senior year was the most important

percent)

felt that

(See Table 32); he

argued that high school students did not take college seriously
until their junior and senior year.

All students agreed that

the junior/senior year was the best time to intensify the
college planning efforts.

A typical comment was;

"When you come into the 10th grade it is just like you
are coming out of junior high and it is not a big
deal...it is your first year in high school and you like
get away with anything cause you are just coming out of
junior high and when you go into 11th grade you have to
not only buckle down but you realize that the next year
is your last year and you have to get serious and you
can't mess up...if you do you will end up being a
nobody." (23)
Research Question # 5

(Section III)

How do you feel about your after high school plans?
The concluding research question asked students about
their feelings about their after high school plans.
this was the end of the interview,

the students were usually

more at ease in talking to the interviewer,
provoking responses.

Since

and gave many
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Of the twenty-four students interviewed,
readily expessed their feelings.
the students,

nineteen

happy,

anxious,

A significant majority of

(79.2 percent),

had a complex set of feelings,
scared,

twenty-two

indicated that they

alternating between being

and sad when thinking about their

next transition in life.

Typical responses were:

"I am. Jlad !VS finallY coming and I can't wait to come
down that aisle and get my diploma and then go on to my
next phase transition or whatever you want to call it.
However, I am not really looking forward to it right
now.
It seems the best thing I can do is to do somethinq
you may not want to do , and you don't like to do, but
you have to do it,....in order to survive and you have to
do what you don't want to do and the efforts.
I am
fragile and I am scared, and I don't know if I can make
it through basic training, and right now the Air Force.
I have been checking into it and they say the Air Force
is the easiest on the women."
(22)
"I don't know. I just feel scared because I don't know
what is going to happen.
I don't know if things are
going to be in your favor or not.
I know that when all
four of my brothers and sisters went to college so long
for a certain education and they are not doing that right
now, so it is like you wonder if that is going to happen
to you..."
(16)
Although most of the respondents indicated that they had
mixed feelings about high school graduation,
about their future,

and were unsure

most demonstrated significant motivation

and high self-esteem.

The students admitted that they had

started late to think about their high school plans,
believed they had the discipline to succeed in life.

but
These

students portrayed strong positive emotions when talking
about their after high school plans:
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thiJik I
x* ^ !?ig step <after high school) and I
hink I will be able to handle it.
I like to qo out anH
° 'e^ra curricula things like play basketball which
sometimes when you are in school that takes the stress
tvnp^f1193' S° Y°U get tC> relieve yourself through some
type of exercise, and another point is that it will heln
me get my priorities as a person and as an individual
P
together to decide what type of life I want to lead
anH
mvselfYPeR°f thin<?^ 1 will be doing as an individual by
J
Because it will give me a chance to find out Y
what kind of person I am...it will give you a little bit
°f*e^0nSlbiU^ n0t tQ get int° trouble and mixed up
with the wrong kind of people and just stay above ground
do your homework, and put a little bit of extra effort
ln7?_H16 things you do cause I feel that we ought to put
f* little bit of extra effort especially in the 1980's
because there is always somebody out there better than
you, that wants that same position or spot that you are
going for.
You have to be a little bit better than your
competition, and so that means you have to push a little
harder in school."
(7)
I feel happy - it is an accomplishment and things - some
people don't graduate, you are graduating with 300 other
people but there are people out there who still have not
done it...and I know that I did it without staying back
and I know I did it good and I am graduating with
honors.
I am satisfied and going into the real world is - I am
not scared or anything it is just you know it
takes a little maturity, and I have to realize I am going
to be the - I am going to have to take on more
responsibilities, and it is just a matter of growing up
and deciding what I am going to do with my life and how I
am going to do it.
I am not going to sit around and
coming back to Commerce everyday next year cause I wish I
was still in school.
I am just going to you know move
on."
(14)
There were three students

(12.5 percent)

who had fairly

negative feelings concerning their after high school plans.
These students had doubts about their occupational or
educational plans or lack thereof.
level of anxiety about their future.

They demonstrated a high
Two of these students

were quite vocal concerning their misgivings about their
future.
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donVh6 draln;

°aUSe 1 d°n,t know I^don't ^ve'a car"9!

have anyVmoney1aidf“amdiroke°nbuthahe
1 d°"!t
high school cause thrS years' is enough' foi^me ^
x
graduate I will be happy and I will be lookinq forward to
living my life, if I don't I just feel l?£e -Va™
feeling now - or earlier I guess that it is."
(23)

nTTf

"Honestly I am not looking as forward to it as I thouqht
of
5? V^OUght 1 WOUld be ^ust r^cly to rush out
of the school but you know when you look at it - school
ilfe is not a hard deal it is fun you know you come here
and you know what you have to do every day....you get out
you have to work and do something so the day goes
faster....I feel apprehensive I would say."
(9)
Much of the negative feeling the students seem to
experience stems directly from their late planning for after
high school.

They seem to be disappointed that they majored

in the college preparatory program and are not going to
college.

To compound this issue they frequently had no

alternate plan.

These three talked about the pressure that

their parents put them under to go to college,
to their friends who were going to college.
about these pressures they become remorseful,

and referred

When they talk
and then

negative about their own interests after high school.
Table 33)

(See

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF DATA

This chapter is organized into seven sub-sections.
sub-sections are:
b)

a)

students'

The

plans after high school,

student's reasons for non-college attendance,

c)

what

individuals affected the decision not to attend college,
d)

amount of college information in high school,

programs could have benefited the students,
financial reasons,

and g)

f)

e)

what

importance of

feelings of students concerning

their after high school plans.
These seven areas have been selected for further
elaboration and discussion because they represent the major
findings as to why these academically capable Black students
choose not to attend college.

This discussion chapter is

not organized as a systematic analysis of each research
question.

Rather this chapter identifies the major themes

that permeated the thirteen research questions,

and

organizes these themes in seven topic areas.
Students Plans After High School
The three major responses to this question were:
undecided
work

(50 percent),

(12.5 percent).

military service

(33 percent),

and

The number of students still undecided

in the second half of their senior year is cause for
concern.

A percentage of these students may apply to

two-year colleges where admission is open,

and thus become
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part of the national 42.7 percent of Black students in
higher education who attend two year institutions.

However,

over 70 percent of these Black students never graduate from
these institutions.

(Department of Education,

1981)

one

reason why these students have such a high rate of
participation in two year schools and a high attrition rate
is their lack of academic and occupational goals.

Students

in this study who were undecided seem to have spent much of
their high school hours thinking about college,
knowing if this was the right option.

and now not

There was little or

no intervention by the educational system to assist and
guide them in thinking about their future.

Many of them

floundered in the college preparatory program,

when they may

have been better served in a commercial or technical
program.
Students entering the military were both straightforward
and knowledgeable about what they were going to do in the
military.

All students in this category indicated that they

were going to take advantage of educational opportunities
during or after their service years.

These students

indicated that one of the major reasons for going into the
service was the generous educational benefits,

especially

the matched savings plans where students could save up to
$15,000

(50 percent to be contributed by the military)

college use after the military obligation.

for
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The percentage of students in this military category,
33.3 percent,

was more than double the sample found in the

analysis of the High School and Beyond Study by Robert
Hauser

(1986).

He indicated that 16.3 percent of the Black

students in the sample planned to enter the military after
high school.

This increase in Black students choosing the

military may be in response to their recruitment efforts
toward minorities.

Many of these students indicated that

they had confirmed these plans during their junior year of
high school,

under the Deferred Entrance Program,

(DEP)

which is offered by all branches of the military service.
The armed forces can recruit sixteen year olds by delaying
their admissions into these programs for a year or two.
Students did indicate that they had the option of changing
their commitment to the armed services in this deferred
program.

However,

most individuals indicated they had

resigned themselves to entering the military.
The pursuit of the military seems to be grounded in both
financial and educational reasons.

Three of the eight

students choosing the military indicated that they would
change their mind if funds were available to attend
college.

The other five students said that even though

finances were important,

their main objective was to gain a

skill or occupation in the military and gain immediate
economic return on their training.

These students also
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indicated that they wanted to get away from home and the
prospect of receiving free room and board while earning
wages was appealing.
a

It appears that the military is doing

far better job of recruiting minority youth than colleges

are.

The high profile campaign apparently attracts sixteen

to eighteen year olds by emphasizing immediate economic
returns while

learning a skill.

Entering the workforce was the third leading reason
students gave
students
years

Many of these

indicated that they wanted to work for several

in an occupation that had interested them in high

school.
make

for not going to college.

it

These students

reported that even though they could

in college they were tired of school.

students that

indicated that they were entering the

workforce had already
undecided group,

found prospective jobs,

had definite

Student's Reasons
There were

four major

other responses:
financial
academic

reasons;
reasons;

percentage
than the
(1959),

findings

financial

48.8

factors that overshadowed all

percent of the students

as

financial

Leroy Barber

(1951)

income.

This

reasons was higher
or Wright and Jung

percent of all

influential

indicated

25 percent claimed

25 percent wanted immediate

approximately 34

reasons

future plans.

29.1 were undecided;

of

and unlike the

for Non-College Attendance

of students citing

where

The three

students cited

in their decision not to
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attend college.

This larger percentage of Black students

indicating financial reasons is understandable,
family economic situations.

given their

Fifty-eight percent of them

come from one parent families or live with neither parent.
This compares with the national average of 16 percent of all
White families in America and 59 percent of all Black
families.

(Bureau of Census,

1984)

One would anticipate

that students coming from single parent families would have
fewer economic resources to apply toward college than the
students who live with both parents.

This finding supports

the literature that indicates that lack of financial
resources is one of the two primary reasons that Black
students do not attend college.

The other reason being

academic.
The second most cited reason was undecided.

Extensive

dialogue with these students reveals that the uncertainty
stems

from confusion in two areas:

l)

a perceived inability

to find the resources to pay for college,

2)

a perceived

inability to academically persist through college.
Twenty-five percent admitted to a lack of confidence in
their academic ability,

but many of the others indirectly

demonstrated fear of not being able to "make it"
college.

in

These self doubts contributed to their indecision

in making future plans.
These responses by the students are very similar to the
findings of Brian Hollingshead

(1953)

who indicated that a
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demonstrated lack of academic ability and the confidence of
academic ability for college were the two leading reasons
why students chose not to attend.

Students who cite lack of

academic ability as their reason for not attending college
seem to be far more insecure about their future goals than
students who cite financial reasons,

students who cite

financial reasons typically look into other options such as
the military to provide for educational opportunities.
Students who cite academic reasons typically just give up
There was evidence in these interviews that many of them
were not doing well academically simply because they could
not focus,

could not be attentive.

The students who are undecided are typically on the
borderline where they could select goals if they had
significant help.

it does not seem as it these undecided

students are receiving any counseling by individuals either
internal or external to the high school.

Left to their own

resources it is likely that they will simply slip back into
the community and be drawn into the ethos of poverty and
unemployment.
The fourth most cited reason for not attending college
was the desire for immediate economic returns after high
school.

These students are choosing not to attend college,

since during that time period they will earn little or no
money,

but also incur loans and debt.

These students were
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unwilling to delay immediate wages
receiving a good job later,

for the possibility of

students who choose either the

military or work seem quite comfortable with those
decisions,

it

money was the
college,
college

is

interesting to note that wanting to make

fourth most cited reason for not going to

while

it was the number one priority of Black

freshman

in 1980 and 1987.

(Carnegie Foundation,

1986)
One of the most
was

that

to school

especially the undecided,

part-time,

Although

until

a

undecided about how many years
to college,

only two students

indicated

in life.

Many of

said they may go

specific academic

16.6 percent

interviews

interviewed

intended to go to college later

students,

found.

findings of these

91.6 percent of the students

that they
these

important

interest

is

indicated that they were
it would be before they went
(8.4

percent)

eliminated the

possibility of ever attending college.
What

Individuals Affected the Decision Not To Attend College
The American Council

on Education and other sources

indicate that parents are the most
in the decision to attend college.
however,

influential
Students

individuals

in this sample,

report that they shared this decision making

process with parents.

students

interviewed

indicated that even though parents were

influential

decision,

Several

in their

that they really did not know much about the
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college attendance process,

and thus did not add to the

information base of the student,

only 29.1 percent of the

students

indicated that their mother had attended college,

and only

37.5 percent of the students

fathers had some college experience.
parents

(4.3

percent)

had graduated

indicated that their
Only two of the

from college.

The

percentage of these parents who had attended college were
slightly above the national average of 28.4
Black parents,
of

but much lower than the national

Black parents who had graduated.

interviewed and the national
the

same percentages

have attended college
This
(1979)

19.8

for

10.4

percent

Both the sample

Black percentages are

for White parents,

far below

wherein 35.7 percent

percent have graduated.

information supports the hypothesis of Gail Thomas

who

indicated that a

Black parents gives them a

lack of college experience

The students reaffirm

especially when they repeatedly reported how much they

relied on themselves when making the college decision.
these

for

far different collegiate

knowledge base than White parents.
this,

percent

students

When

identify themselves as the primary source of

decision-making they appear to do so as a matter of
default.

They seem unable to get proper

other sources,

information

and therefore depend on their own

in making the decision.

from

intuition

Some of these students did indicate

that they were going against the wishes of their parents,
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guidance counselors,

and were making their own decision

about college attendance.
A surprising finding was that guidance counselors were
only listed by three of the students

(12.5 percent)

as being

influential in the decision not to go to college.
seems to reaffirm an assumption by five students
percent)

This
(20.8

that their high school guidance counselors were too

busy to discuss college planning with them during their high
school career.

The students reported that the high school

guidance counselors spent the bulk of their time with
discipline and personal problems and had little time to
assist students with college or occupational planning.
This observation seems supported by the fact that these
high schools brought in outside resources to help students
make occupational decisions.
State Grads",

This is called "Jobs For Bay

paid for by the City of Springfield

matching state monies,

,

and

designed to advise students about

occupational options available after high school.

All of

the students who planned to work after high school indicated
that they were in this program,

and that it was a helpful.

In the 1960's and 1970's this activity was handled by the
guidance officers.
2

1/2,

to 1,

However with the cutbacks of Proposition

and with student to guidance counselor ratios of 300
guidance counselors have little time for occupational

guidance.
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Amount of College Information in High Schnni
Sixteen

(66.6 percent)

indicated that they did not

receive enough college information while in high school.
They cited three major factors as contributing to
insufficient information:

1)

not enough contact with the

high school guidance counselors,

2)

students were not

properly instructed to seek college planning information,
and 3)

students were not urged early enough to begin the

college planning process.
The lack of contact with high school guidance counselors
was a theme that surfaced again and again.
careful not to blame guidance counselors,

They were very
however they spoke

as if it were common knowledge that the majority of time
that guidance counselors spent in college planning was
reserved for students who had already planned to go to
college.

Undecided students seemed to have severe hesitancy

about initiating contact with guidance counselors.
These students readily acknowledged their own lack of
initiative in seeking college information.

Even when they

initiated action it was not done until quite late in their
high school career.

Significantly,

58.3 percent of these

students indicated that they had made their decision not to
go to college after December of their senior year.
Similarly,

many students were now thinking about attending a

two-year college,

however,

none had as yet sought
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information about the academic and/or financial programs at
these institutions.

it is evident that intrusive guidance

counseling measures need to be imposed on these students
early in their high school careers if it is deemed desirable
to encourage them to take college seriously.
The third central theme,

early planning for colleges,

was one that was repeated throughout the interviews.
previously stated,

As

83.3 percent of the students interviewed

believed that college planning should begin in the freshman
or sophomore year.
Most students lamented they had started too late to plan
for college,

and they were now under such pressure that they

could not make responsible decisions.

It was clear that

when they urged early college planning they meant both
academically and financially.

They were adamant in linking

these two factors.
Programs that Could Have Benefitted Students in
Preparing for College
The students reported a need for three distinct types of
programs:
percent),

1)
2)

specific college planning programs

(54.1

more academically stringent programs and

courses in their high school career,

(44.6 percent),

3)

more

programs to help students to better financially prepare for
college,

(29.1 percent)

In talking about specific programs,
1)

more academic programs in math,

students mentioned:

science,

English and
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computer science,
skills,

3)

2)

courses to help them develop study

early planning with the students concerning how

to pay for the cost of college attendance,
4)

more workshops on financial aid information and other

scholarships that may be available,

5)

preparation courses

for taking the PSAT and SAT early in high school career,
6)

more support from the guidance counselors in college

planning programs,
8)

7)

cooperative college/school programs,

visitations to colleges,

9)

mentor programs connecting

high school seniors with high school
10)

freshman,

visitation by alumni of the high school to discuss

college life.
Almost all of the students interviewed repeated the
notion that these programs should be available no later than
the freshman or sophomore year of high school.

Students

also felt that freshmen and sophomores should be introduced
to college information in events such as a mentor program.
However,

they felt that as these students progressed in

their high school career,

these programs should be

intensified so that students would have their plans
formulated no later than by the end of their junior year.
Importance of Financial Reasons and the
Decision Not to Attend College
Slightly more than half of the students interviewed
percent)

(52

indicated that financial reasons were important in

this decision.

However,

among the students who indicated
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that financial reasons were important in their decisions,
many talked about the reluctance of both themselves and
their parents to fill out financial aid documents.

m

probing this question the researcher concluded it was not a
function of student or parent laziness or negligence.
Rather it had to do with:
unfamiliarity of the forms,

a)

the complexity and

and b)

that the forms were to be

completed early in the high school career,

before either the

student or the parents had thought seriously about college.
This phenomenon is particular instructive in light of
the finding that 54.1 percent of the students reported at
the time of the interview that they would not change their
mind and go to college even if financial resources were
They felt academically unprepared to survive
college.

Yet the perceived lack of finances cannot be

separated from inadequate academic preparation.

It is

readily apparent that as soon as these students perceive
that they lack financial support to attend college,
lose academic motivation.

they

This is evident in both the type

of courses they select and in how diligently they pursue
their studies in these courses.
statement,

The inverse of the

seems also too apparent.

As students perceive

their academic qualifications as being inadequate for
college admission,

they seem not to investigate the sources

of financial assistance for college.

This activity may have
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the outward appearance of lateness to fill out forms or
indecision of post high school plans.
just given up hope to go to college.

However,

they may have

This interaction of

academic and financial doubts are found throughout the
interviews.
The time of preparation was a central theme in the
category of student who indicated that they would not change
their minds to go to college,
resources were available.

if sufficient financial

Even though a small percentage of

students indicated that their parents had started saving
early for a college career,

the majority of the students had

not given it much thought.

The general agreement of the

students was that financial and academic variables were the
most important reasons why they were not going to college.
These varibles are highly interrelated.
Feelings of Students About After High School Plans
Throughout these interviews it was obvious that these
young people had an array of pent up,

and paradoxical

feelings as they approached high school graduation,
they contemplated their post high school plans,

and as

or the lack

thereof.
A careful reading and rereading of the interview
transcriptions reveals common themes that seem to fuel these
feelings.
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The major feelings identified and my understanding of
those feelings are:

1*

Anxiety/Uncertaintv of the Future
Eleven of these students indicated that one feeling that

they experienced was uncertainty about their future,

and 37.5

percent indicated that they did not want to leave high
school.

However,

most of these students did not seem to have

this uncertainty negatively affect their self-esteem.
Conversely they voiced optimism that they could work it out.
2.

Confusion/Lack of Direction
This feeling seems to be complicated by lack of Black or

White role models and mentors for these students.

Even

though the parents and siblings are listed as individuals
that have encouraged the students to attend college,

because

of the small percentage of them who have experience in the
college environment,

they seem not to be able to provide the

proper direction and goal setting needed by these high
school students.

Six students saw the need for becoming

more assertive and taking control of their after high school
plans,

while citing the need for more support from external

parties.

The fact that these students feel that their

guidance counselors are too busy to interact with them,
exacerbates this problem significantly.
3.

Positive Self-Image
Twenty-two of the students interviewed believe that they
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can withstand the pressure,
manner.

and were directed in a positive

These students see themselves as survivors,

and are

determined to make their families and themselves proud of
their achievements.
4.

Fear of Failure
Of the students interviewed five seemed unwilling to

fill out college applications due to their perceptions that
they may be rejected from these institutions.

These

students have a frail academic confidence that would be
further deflated if they were not accepted by prospective
colleges.
5.

Fear of Peer Rejection
Three of the students have opted to not pursue college

and now started to associate with other students who are not
college bound.

These students seem unwilling to alter their

plans because they fear they would be ostracized by their
peers who are not attending college.
These students seem to alternate between positive and
negative feelings.

This provided some interesting thoughts

concerning what is going through the mind of seventeen or
eighteen year old Black youngster beginning to embark on the
most important transition in his or her life.

I am

encouraged by the fact that some of these students see
themselves as survivors,

no matter what the situation is,

and are most determined to make their families and
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themselves proud of their achievement,
they attempt.

in whatever field

These students also saw the need to become

more aggressive about taking control of their after high
school lives,

while also citing the need for more support

from external parties to help them through this transition.
(See Table 33)
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Conclusions
In the main,

this research supports the existing

research as to why Black students do not attend college
because of perceived lack of financial resources,
inadequate academic preparation of students.
however,

and

it also shows,

that there are many other reasons for non-college

attendance for academically capable Black students.

The

students in this study detailed a multitude of reasons why
they were not going to college,

and many of these variables

indirectly correlate with academic and financial
factors.
Several of the key factors that were indicated by
students for non-college attendance were:

1)

lack of early

planning both academically and financially for college,
2)

lack of proper and timely information from the high

schools and guidance counselors for higher education
options,

3)

counselors,

lack of interaction between high school guidance
parents,

education goals,

4)

and community to develop higher
lack of college educated role models

both in immediate family and in outside community to
demystify the college attendance process,
recruitment strategies by the military,

5)

increased

and substantial

educational benefits by sectors of the Armed Forces,
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6)

limited monitoring of academic courses in high school

required for college admission,

and 7)

students relied

heavily on themselves in making the college attendance
decision.
These cited factors do not contradict the contemporary
studies that indicate that financial resources and academic
ability are two primary reasons why Black students may not
attend college,

but adds to the breath of knowledge to this

mutli-faceted problem.
Finally,

this research suggests that the decision by

these students not to attend college is frequently more of a
default position rather than a firm decision.

The

interaction of the above variables produce an enigma that
cannot be resolved by a single dimensional approach.
solution must address this problem on educational,
psychological,

and economic levels.

Any

social,

Several recommendations

that could contribute on many levels are discussed in the
next section.
Recommendations
As Gail Thomas

(1979)

explains,

there is much evidence

that the American dream of a Great Society is fading
quickly.

The reality is that two societies are evolving;

one which is highly educated,
financially secure,

and predominately White;

one which is undereducated,
financially poor,

occupationally stable,
and a second

occupationally unstable,

and significantly Black.

and

The reasons for
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this schism are,

of course,

historical roots.

extremely complex with elongated

This phenomenon cannot be undone simply

by altering how we manage our system of higher education.
However,

the policies and procedures that affect higher

education play a part in how people are relegated to social
and occupational classes.

These interviews provided ample

evidence that there are numerous steps that can be taken
that would move in the direction of increasing the
probability of having academically capable Black students
both entering and being successful in higher education.
Listed below are recommendations for changes:
secondary level,
c)

b)

a)

at the

in higher educational institutions,

and

in state and federal policy making.
Recommendations for Secondary Schools

1•

Earlier College Planning
Based on this interview data the most critical change

needed is for Black students to be involved in thinking and
planning for college much earlier in their high school
career,

preferably in junior high school.

planning should have twin objectives,
financial,

This early

academic and

as the research clearly documents a strong

interrelationship among those two variables.

The University

of California at Los Angeles has begun to move their program
for minorities from high school to the junior high school
and elementary schools,

in an effort to monitor students
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throughout their educational careers.

It is evident that

programs in junior and senior year of high school come far
too late to favorably impact upon attitudes, commitments,
and course selections,

it is therefore recommended that a

program of early identification of potentially capable Black
students be developed in the junior high school, and these
students be guided into a structured academic program to
meet college requirements.
2*

Careful Monitoring of Course Selection
National figures reveal that Black students upon

9raduation from high school have less preparation in
English, math,
levels,

and science,

including lower achievement

than their White and Asian counterparts.

These

academic issues must be addressed early in the student's
educational career and be monitored to make sure that
students are meeting specified standards.
3.

Standardized Test Preparation
Lack of parental experience frequently leaves these

students at a disadvantage in taking standardized tests.
They are usually totally unfamiliar with the format of these
tests,

and have had virtually no experience in taking them.

Clearly a program designed to make them familiar and
understandable,

as well as provide practice in taking them,

can do much to offset the avoidance and anxiety behavior
that these tests now generate.
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4 •

Parental Involvement
These programs must include involvement by the parents

or responsible adults,

or the programs are doomed.

This is

substantiated by this research as well as by the literature.
5*

Increased Involvement of Guidance Counselors
Guidance counselors in junior and senior high schools

must play a more proactive role with Black students.
Counselors must be able to dedicate a portion of their
schedule for initiating contact with these students.
Techniques such as

"intrusive counseling" must be used,

especially with undecided students.

This will allow

students time to rethink their educational and occupational
goals.

Fundamentally,

counselor to student ratios must be

reduced for any program to to be successful.
6•

Early College Financing Information
Since the early 1980's the federal government has all

but given up responsibility for making financial information
available to students and parents.
state and local governments,

It becomes incumbent on

and colleges and high schools

to provide this information regarding financing a college
education.
It is recommended that two types of workshops be
established to disperse college financing information.

One

type of workshop would occur during the normal high school
day,

and would be conducted by either a local

financial aid
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officer,

or a knowledgeable high school guidance counselor.

This workshop would be designed to explore types of federal,
state and local programs that exist.

These programs should

not be restricted to juniors and seniors in high school
which is normally now the case,
freshman and sophomores.

but would be offered to

Information presented should

include such specific and basic fundamentals such as how to
fill out a prototype of a financial form and how to inguire
for a private scholarship in the local area.
The second type of workshop would consist of outside of
school activities such as Financial Aid Night,
Planning for College Nights,

Financial

and College Days that could

include both the parents and students.
should start as early as grammar school,

These programs
informing parents

about long term techniques of savings for a college
education,

as well as specific financial aid programs.

The

gradual decline of federal grant programs has necessitated
early planning by parents.

Included in these workshops for

parents and students would be referrals to local colleges
and other agencies that might provide free advice on how to
fill out the needs analysis and Financial Aid Forms.
Currently financial advisors charge up to $250 to fill out
these documents for families,

when the same information can

be obtained free from any local college,
does not plan to attend there.

even if the student
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This research clearly demonstrated that frequently it is
not the lack of financial resources that prevent students
from attending college,
resources.

They,

but the perception of the lack of

the students,

then act on the basis of

faulty perceptions therein disqualifying themselves from
financial aid programs even before they apply.

This

perception is not dissimilar to students who do not perceive
themselves to be of college academic ability,

even though

their high school counselors believe they could succeed in
college.
Recommendations for Higher Education Institutions
Many predominately White colleges have deemphasized
their efforts to recruit and retain minority students.

This

issue must be addressed before any type of recommendations
can be implemented.

Institutions must reaffirm that

excellence and equity can exist at the same time.

They must

also seek to have a diverse students population as one of
their primary goals.
1.

Enrichment Programs
There is a need for college/high school enrichment

programs,

especially in urban areas of high minority student

concentration.

Colleges and universities must recruit and

develop the academic ability of Black elementary and high
school students with the same rigor as they recruit and
develop athletic ability.

The fact that 60 percent of the
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NBA athletes,
baseball,

and 35 percent of those in professsional

are Black as compared to 4 percent of all the

doctors and 2 percent of the engineers nationwide
underscores this point.

The same marketing techniques used

to develop these students athletically can be adapted
academically.
diversity,

While advocating excellence,

equity and

colleges must start using national standardized

test as a diagnostic instrument and a placement and
evaluation tool
of exclusion.

for minority students,

rather than a device

When academic defficiencies are found in

Black students there must be an immediate follow-up to
this deficiency.

Currently many Black students are

recruited to campus and left to flounder,
first two years of college.

especially in the

This guarantees a high

attrition rate.
2.

Recruitment of Black Faculty and Staff
Colleges and universities,

as well as high schools,

must

hire more Black staff and faculty to serve as role models
and mentors.
colleges,

Nationwide,

excluding the historically Black

approximately one percent of faculty and staff at

predominately White institutions are Black.

It seems

improbable that these institutions can recruit and retain
more Black students without taking care of this in house
issue.
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3•

Community Service
Colleges and universities must also be willing to devote

faculty and staff time for working with the high schools.
It is likely that secondary school systems themselves lack
the expertise to develop pre-college academic and financial
planning programs.

A cooperative effort is needed,

with

the decreasing number of high school students graduating
through 1993,

colleges and universities have self-interest

reasons to be assisting with these programs.
Black college personnel in the high school,

The use of
of course,

also

serves to provide additional role models and mentors to
these students.
high school

It may have a similar impact on a Black

freshman to see a Black physicist,

as to see a

Black player from the NBA.
4.

Earlier Recruitment
Higher education must also use more agressive

recruitment strategies for Black students,
in their high school career.

and do so earlier

The military has shown that

they can attract more minority recruits by improving their
educational benefits and by recruiting younger students.
The current practice of Black students getting college
information in their senior year is no longer sufficient if
colleges are to attract them to their campuses.

The higher

education community must identify these potential college
applicants no later than the sophomore year in high school,
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so they can start sending them materials and getting them
thinking about college plans.
5*

Upgrade Financial Assistance Programs
Black students even more so than their White

counterparts seem to have a fear of debts.

Cumulative loans

for college may equal their families adjusted gross income
per year.

Colleges must be receptive to increasing the

grant programs for Black students,

and also to implementing

three recommendations that were suggested by Solomon
Arbeiter

(1987)

from the College Board.

To increase

students at college campuses he recommended that colleges:
1)

lower or stabilize the cost of attending college,

increase the subsidy for minority students,

3)

2)

increase the

attractiveness of the product and indicate future rewards of
college education.
These incentives can also be incorporated in a program
of early admission and early financial aid notification for
minority student college applicants.

However it is evident

that these programs on the higher education level cannot be
successful unless the suggested programs on secondary school
level occur,

to offset the Black students'

propensities for

late applications for admission and financial aid.
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Recommendations to National and State
Educational Policy Makers
1'

Leadership from the Department of Education
It has become apparent that the current officials of the

Department of Education has given up their leadership role
toward educational progress on the elementary,
and higher education level.

secondary,

Due to this void of leadership,

state governments and local entities have tried to make up
the difference with limited success.

One of the priorities

of the Department of Education has to include access and
equity of Blacks in higher education.
assistance,

Without this

officials on the state and local level will be

working in a vacuum,

as they attempt to create change in the

educational sector.
2.

Additional Educational Programs for Minority Students
Educational leaders on the federal,

state and local

level must turn their efforts to assessment,

funding,

and

evaluations of programs that will improve the involvement of
Blacks and other minorities in the higher education system.
What is needed is a systematic process of evaluating
programs nationwide that have succeeded,

and replicating

these programs in other school districts and colleges across
the country.
financial

Accompanying this should be a system of

incentives for those programs that perform well in

recruiting and retaining minority students,
financial

as well as

liabilities for programs that are not doing well.

This type of merit system has been introduced in New Jersey
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for all

of their state universities and colleges.

after implementation all

Two years

colleges had met their goals.

Those campuses that had lower retention of minority students
received smaller

increases

in their university budgets and

funds were given to those schools who were progressing well
in this area.

This was a special project by Governor Thomas

Keane who realized that

in a very short time a substantial

percentage of his workforce
Hispanic.

in New Jersey would be Black and

It should also be a concern of our national

leaders who

should realize that by the year 2020 one-third

of the United States workforce will

be Black,

Hispanic and

Asian.
3.

Internship Programs
The

federal,

state and

local

setup minority administrative
role models.

goverments may also want to

intern programs to develop

An administrative

internship

developing potential minority educational
then be
4.

infused

is a way of
leaders who can

into the system.

Keeping Pace With Inflation
There

federal,

is a need to review educational programs at the
state and

up with the cost of
program

level

inflation.

to assure that
Federal

funding has not kept up with

inflationary
programs
budget

local

increases

in the

reguest

Defense
from the

financial

inflation.

should be viewed the

level.

aid
These

same way that

Department are judged
federal

funding keeps

in the current
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in the Research Methodology

Modifications
If this

study were to be replicated,

several modifications
1*

Personal
I

in the research design.

Contact Prior to Interviews

recommend at least one

student prior to the

informal contact with each

interview.

pleasantries can be exchanged,
the nature of the study,
Black

in that way,

mutual

the student can be briefed on

and trust can be established.

As a

interviewer I was able to obtain trust more quickly

than had I been White.

However,

this more effectively had my
rather than by
2.

I would recommend

Home

I believe I could have done

initial

contact been in person

letter.

Interviews

Even though students
high school,

seemed relatively at ease at the

there were several days that I was unable to

obtain private meeting space,
cafeteria or library.

and had to meet

These settings are,

in the school

of course,

characterized by noise and activity which are distractive to
both the

student and the researcher.

provide a more peaceful
3.

Follow-Up

Interviews To Convey Results

interest of
during the

follow-up meeting with all

inform them of the survey

to assist them

interviews should

and supportive environment.

I would suggest having a
students to

Home

in planning

research,

findings,

for higher education.

and to offer
In the

I did not suggest to the students

interview that some of their decisions were based
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on misinformation.
1 would build a
4.

However, were I to replicate this study

follow-up session into the design.

Use of Group Interviews
A group

interview methodology would enable a researcher

to contact a

larger number of students.

would probably result
sooner,

and

in students

it has the additional

group

advantage of enabling
ideas which they may

but may not have thought of themselves,

sample of

individual

interviews to enable a

researcher to bring out central themes generated

in the

interview.
Implications

1.

a

interview design could be augmented by a select

follow-up

group

interview

feeling more comfortable

students to respond to other students
identify with,

A group

for Future Research

Replication With Other Racial Groups
I

believe

it would be

instructive to replicate this

study with other racial groups.

If access to higher

education continues to be a primary route to occupational
success

and

important,

if creating a more equitable society
then an

initial

step

is

is to gather data on why

academically capable minorities choose not to attend
college.
2 .

A Longitudinal
I

Study

believe that much could be

learned

from a

longitudinal

study starting with ninth graders and tracing them through
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high school.

This would enable a researcher to better

understand the decision-making process as it unfolds during
these developmental years.

This research could lead to more

thoughtful and informed ways to intervene in the college
attendance decision-making process.
3.

Quanititative Studies
Another type of methodology that could be used is a

quanititative survey with those students from one racial
group or multi-racial group that are planning to attend or
not to attend college.

This comparative study would allow

the researcher more flexibility in dealing with a larger
student population.

What would be lacking from this type of

research project is the indepth feelings which interview
techniques bring out,
research.

that give an added dimension to the

It is also possible that students who are not

planning to go to college may not take questionnaires
seriously.
A Final Word
Any researcher committed to objectivity must remain
somewhat distant from the subjects being studied.
for me especially difficult.

This was

During these interviews I

became inexplicably drawn to these students,

and found

myself urgently wanting to assist them in their decision¬
making about college.

Their expressed feelings of anxiety

and hopelessness touched me deeply.

Being fully aware of

other pitfalls that are sure to confront these young Black
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students

later

in

desire to provide
better

for them.

their adult life

fueled

in me an intense

counseling that I believe could make life
In part this desire to help is because I

realize that the counseling done at the schools
facet of a

support system that must be established both in

the home and
What
W.E.B.

I

is only one

in the community.

found myself wanting

DuBois called a

for these students

"double victory".

is what

One where there

is

a mutual

fulfillment of goals,

merely a

synthesis that consist of old parts related to each

other

in a new way.

mean justice
and

for all,

illiteracy

and the

focus

He argued that justice
which

in America.
of this

summarized by a

no victor and no vanquished;

for Blacks would

would help to eliminate poverty
This concept of

"double victory"

research project can be best

seventeen year old Black female student

from

Commerce High School:
"I think it is very important that the average Black
teenager have to get into college and try to better them¬
selves, and it is really - hard for Black people as a
whole, they just are not really into school - they just for example a lot of my - they are really not my friends
but we are just associates.
People, I don't agree with
them, but they are mostly selling drugs and sitting home
all day, and having babies and stuck on drugs and welfare,
and they just bring you down.
I say hey lets go out and
fill out applications and get a job.
No (they say), I
don't feel like it I am just going to take it easy.
With
that attitude you will never make it - and I am going to
make you mad at me.
But now a days you just have to - put
everybody else behind, and do what is right for you.
Because long after they are gone, you still have to take
care of yourself.
If you want to get a decent foothold,
just to stick your big toe in the door, you have to have a
college degree.
Things are getting rougher and harder and
tougher in jobs and competition is incredible."
(22)

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
Informational Letter to Students

Dear

February 1988

As a high school senior, you are probably in the process of making plans
about what to do after high school graduation. Black educators, such as
myself have considerable interest in the decisions that Black high school
seniors will make about their futures, and how they made those decisions
Some of us are committed to developing better information and advising
for high school students who are planning their future.
1 would like to meet with you at your high school and talk to you about
your future plans. This interview has been approved by your principal
and guidance counselors. The interview will take forty -five minutes and
will not interfere with your class time. Refreshments will be served at
the interview session.
Results of this interview are confidential and will not be traced back to
the individual student. This study will allow the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst to provide better information for high school
students. Please sign the ‘Student Consent Form* listed below, return it to
your guidance office, and they will schedule an appointment for you.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
Arthur R. Jackson
Graduate Student
School of Education
Student Consent Form
(Please check one line , complete information, and return to guidance
office)
_1 wish to-participate in an interview at my high school.
_1 do not wish to participate in an interview at my high school.
Student's Name (Please print):

Student's Signature :
Date:

APPENDIX B

INTERVIEW GUIDE

Section I
Demographic Data

^*

Please indicate what grade you are in

.

1
2.
3.
4.
5.

Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Other

Please indicate your age.

.

1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7.

.

20
19
18
17
16
15
Other

Please indicate your race

.

1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

D.

Asian
Black
Cape Verdean
Hispanic
Native American
White
Other

Please indicate your high school program.
_1.
College Preparatory
_2.
Career Development
_3.
Secretarial
_4.
Commercial/Business
_5.
Technical
_6.
Humanities
7.
Other
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E.

Please indicate your family situation.

.

1
2.
3.
4.

Live
Live
Live
Live

with
with
with
with

both parents
mother
father
neither parent

Please indicate Father's education

.

1
2.
3.
4.
5.

Some High School
High School Degree
Some College
College Degree
Don't know

G. Please indicate Mother's Education.
_1•
_2.
_3.
_4.
_5.

Some High School
High School Degree
Some College
College Degree
Don't know

H. Respondent is:
_1.
_2.

Male
Female

I. Are you planning to go to college.
_1.
2.

Yes
No

J. Do you have any brothers or sisters that have gone to
college?
_1.
2.

Yes
No
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K.

If yes to the question above have
any of your brothers
sisters graduated from college?
1.
2.

L.

Yes
No

Have you ever visited a college?
_1.
_2.

Yes
No
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Section II

Influencing Factors For Not Attending cqIIp^

1.

What do you plan to do after high school?

2.

Tell me how you made your decision.
a.

When did you make this decision?

b.

Did any individuals influence your decision?

3.

What were your reasons for not attending college?

4‘

T
^°U
during

5.

Y°U received enough college information
high school?
n

a.

Did you seek information?

b.

What individuals helped you?

Were financial reasons important in your decision
not to go to college?

Section III

Respondent's Recommendations and Future College Aspirations

1.

Do you think you may go to college later?
when?

If yes

2.

If you had enough funds for college, would you
change your decision not to attend college?

3.

What type of programs could have benefitted you to
plan for college?

4.

When do you think college planning programs should
be available to students?
Why?

5.

How do you feel about your after high school plans?

APPENDIX C

TABLES

TABLE 1
White and Black College Student Population
(1970 - 1985)
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TABLE 2
Percentage Enrolled in College

SOURCE:

Robert Hauser.
(1987)
College Entry Among High
School Graduates:
Family Income Does Not Explain the
Decline, Madison:
University of Wisconsin, Figure 1.
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TABLE 3
Black High School Graduates and College
Enrollment
18 - 24 Year Old

% Black
High School Grads

Year

% Black High School
Grads Who Enrolled
In College

1970

59.5

26.0

1975

64.8

32.0

1980

69.7

27.8

1985

75.6

26.1

SOURCE:

United States Bureau of Census, Current Popoulation
Reports, "School Enrollment - Social and Economic
Characteristics of Students".
Series P-2-, No. 222,
303,

362.
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TABLE 4
Black 3-34

Year

Total Cohort
Population

Year Olds Enrolled
(1970 - 1984)
(in thousands)

No. Enrolled
In School

in School

Enrolled Percent
In School

1970

13,633

7,829

57.4

1975

14,545

8,400

57.8

1980

15,296

8,251

53.9

1984

16,414

8,226

50.1

SOURCE

U.S. Bureau of Census,
Series, P-20, No. 222,
362,

1980,

N.

404,

Current Population Reports,
1970, No. 294, 1975, No.

1984.
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TABLE 5
Total

Black and White College Enroll
ment
by Type of Institution
Fall 1930 to 1984
(numbers in thousands)

1930

N

% Total

N

1982
% Total

N

1984
% Total

% Change
1980-84

All
Institutions
White
Black

12,087

100

12,338

100

12,162

100

0.6

9,833

81.3

9,997

80.7

9,767

80.3

-0.6

1,107

9.1

1,101

89

1,070

8.8

-3.3

100

7,648

100

7,651

100

White

6,275

829

6,306

82.5

6,263

81.6

-0.2

Black

634

8.0

-3.3

100

-0.2

•

7,565

00

Four-Year
Institutions

621

8.0

613

1.1

Two-Year
Institutions

4,521

100

White

3,558

78.7

3,692

77.9

3,504

77.7

1.5

Black

472

10.4

489

10.3

457

10.1

-3.2

SOURCE:

4,740

100

4,511

U.S. Department of Education, Center for Statistics,
"Fall Enrollment in Colleges and Universities"
surveys.
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TABLE 6
Race and Sex Differences within Subgroup.
Selected High School Variables

High School Performance
(Whole Sample)

Variable

Blacks

M

Hispanics

F

M

F

Low-SES
Whites

M

F

High-SES
Whites

M

F

Yrs. of Math

1.76

1.71

1.67

1.46

1-86

1.73

2.83

2.75

Yrs. of Sci.

.55

.47

.45

.36

-47

.39

.90

.71

2.52

2.74

2.50

2.68

2.67

2.98

2.89

3.14

H.

S. GPA

SOURCE:

Valerie Lee, Access to Higher Education The Experience
of Blacks, Hispanics and Low Socio-Economic Status
Whites, 1985, Washington, D.C. American Council on
Education, Table 26.
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TABLE 7
Average SAT Scores by Ethnic
1976

-

or Racial Group

1985

Verbal

—

American Indians ...
Asian-Americans ...
Blacks .

388
414

332

Mexican Americans

371

354
451
Others . 410
Puerto Ricans.

Whites .

!!* !2 iw m. .M,
3Qn
390
406
330
370
355
448
402

T07
387
401
332
370
349
446
399

386
396
330
370
345

A". 431

IMS

_
390
396
330
372
350
442
394

391
397
332
373
353
442
388

388
398
341
377
360
444
392

_
388
395
339
375
358
443
386

_
390
398
342
376
358
445
388

392
404
346
382
368
449
391

4*4

424

426

425

426

43T

Mathematics

1976

SOURCE

1977

1679

419
510

American Indians ...
Asian-Americans ...

420

421

513

514

8,acks .
Mexican Americans
Puerto Ricans.
Whites .
Others .

354
410
401
493
458

357
408
489
457

354
402
388
485
450

An . 472

470

468~

397

1,79

1 980

1981

1982

1983

1944

198)

421
511
358
410
388
483
447

426
509
360
413
394
482
449

425
513
362
415
398
483
447

424
513
366
416
403
483
449

425
514
369
417
403
484
446

427
519
373
420
405
487
450

428
518
376
426
409
490
448

467

466

466

487

468

471

475

College Entrance and Examination Board.
(1985)
Profiles of College Bound Seniors, New York.
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TABLE 8
Median SAT Scores by Race

•and Family

Income,

1985

' Black student*
WMta students

Family Incoma

Under $6,000 ...
$6,000-$ 11.999 ..
$12,000-$ 17.999 .
$ 18.000-S23.999 .
$24,000-529.999 .
530.000-S39.999 .
$40.000-$49.999 .
$50,000 and over

Total

12.9%
21.0%
18.9%
14.8%
9.2%
10.6%
6.4%
6.3%

Vart>a(

Mathematics

298
310
327
340
351
361
370
407

330
340
351
366
376
381
397
430

Total

1.0%
5.4%

8.6%
11.6%

12.2%
20.1%
14.7%
25.6%

Varbal

Mathematics

415
420
424
429
434
440
450
467

450
452
459
468
478
488
500
519

All studanta
Family income

Under $6,000 ...
SG,000-$11.999 ..
$12,000-$ 17.999 .
$18,000-$23.999 .
$24.000-$29.999 .
$30,000-$39.999 .
$40.000-$49,999 .
$50,000 and over

Total

Varbal

Mathematics

3.6%
7.9%
10.2%
12.1%
11.7%
18.6%
13.4%
22.6%

350
376
398
413
427
434
446
465

395
418
439
453
469
482
496
517
\

SOURCE

College Entrance Board and Examination.
(1985)
Profiles of College Bound Seniors, New York.
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TABLE 9

Post-High School

Plans of
(1976

'

High School

Seniors

1985)

^

?9

high school (It=tSenj:neTy,ion?tea2h-0Dfrobeab{0''
will. 4 = definitely will) y
'
" pr°bab'y won

^

af ter
3 = Probab’y

0. Graduate from a 4-year college program
1
2
3
4

22.6
19.3
25.6
32.5

21.0
19.0
24.3
35.6

24.9
20.2
22.8
32.2

23.4
19.7
20.2
36.7

23.1
17.2
23.8
35.8

20.2
16.8
24.6
38.5

22.1
20.5
24.4
33.0

Total 100.0

99.9

100.1

100.0

99.9

100.1

100.0

1685

1809

1850

2002

1834

N

3te:

1488

1519.

20.6
19.1
24.9
35.4.

18.3
18.5
23.4
39.8

19.0
20.8
24.0
36.3

100.0

100.0

100.1

1863

2030

1784

Suppose you could do just what you'd like, and nothing stood in your
way. How many of the following things would you WANT to do? (A =
attend a technical or vocational school, B = serve in the armed
forces, C = graduate from a 2-year college program, 0 = graduate from
college (4-year program), E = attend graduate or professional school
after col lege, F = none of the above)
A
B
C
0
E
F

26.0
24.7
22.8
58.0
38.0
6.5

30.2
22.0
30.8
57.2
39.0
5.7

33.9
24.3
29.8
55.5
35.4
6.4

30.2
22.7
24.4
58.5
38.9
8.1

32.1
18.4
25.9
58.4
38.3
7.3

29.4
23.8
26.4
62.8
39.4
4.5

30.8
24.6
30.0
59.3
36.7
5.3

27.9
30.6
25.9
63.7
38.1
4.7

26.2
26.4
25.4
64.2
41.8
4.8

28.1
30.2
26.3
61.5
39.9
5.1

N

1546

1757

1865

1585

1926

2095

1906

1915

2088

1844

Source ; Jerald G. Bachman, Lloyd 0. Johnston, and Patrick M.
O'Malley, Monitoring the Future: Questionnaire Responses from the
Nation's High School Seniors. Ann Arbor: Survey Research Center,
Institute for Social Research, The University of Michigan (selected
years).
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TABLE

10

p—Hi® School

,i» .ohoo,

high school? '(' ^definitely'^n't^!:
"*0 hollowing things ifr.or
will, 4 = definitely will)
*
~ Probably won't, 3 = probably
Graduate from a 4-year college program

1
2
3
4
Total
.N

30.3
20.0
22.7
26.9

30.9
18.6
21.9
28.7

30.0
18.6
21.5
29.9

27.6
18.5
22.1
31.8

24.8
18.5
22.0
34.7

23.5
18.2
22.9
35.5

25.1
19.7
21.2
33.9

22.6
19.1
21.9
36.3

23.1
17.2
20.5
39.2

21.4
16.3
21.0
41.4

99.9

100.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.1

99.9

99.9

100.0

100.1

11178

11571

14068

12600

12295

13334

13241

12150

11729

11673

Suppose you could do just what you'd like, and nothing stood in your
attonHHwlnahy-0fithe fo,1owln9 things would you WANT to do? (/=
fnrr« a technical or vocational school, B = serve in the armed
rnU®n» Cu graduate fr°m a 2-year college program, D = graduate from
afJ^9rnn‘yearcPr09rara)'rE = aUend graduate or professional
school
after college, F = none of the above)

Note:

A
B
C
0
E
F

27.1
14.1
24.4
53.3
32.9
13.5

27.1
13.0
24.2
54.4
34.9
13.7

27.2
12.2
24.5
55.9
35.4
12.6

27.4
10.7
25.9
58.2
36.8
11.2

25.8
10.6
24.9
60.1
38.8
9.9

26.1
11.6
25.7
61.6
39.4
9.4

26.5
12.9
25.4
60.4
38.9
9.7

26.3
15.6
26.3
62.5
39.8
8.0

24.7
13.9
24.3
63.8
41.0
8.4

2F.7
12.7
23.3
65.2
41.9
8.5

N

11456

11704

14159

12750

12437

13546

13498

12339

11909

11838

Source
Jerald G. Bachman, Lloyd 0. Johnston, and Patrick M.
O'Malley, Monitoring the Future: Questionnaire Responses from the
Nation's High School Seniors. Ann Arbor: Survey Research Center,
Institute for Social Research, The University of Michigan (selected
years).
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TABLE

“ rl“iw

11

,rti8;r^r

“* '“,ur-

Tech-Voc

Arm Serv

2- Yr Col

4-Yr Col

Black

No Trend

Up

No Trend

Up

White

No Trend

Up

Up (small)

Up

None

Black Larger

None

White Larger

Black

Down

U-Shaped

None

Up

Whi te

Down

U-Shaped

None

Up

Difference in Trend

None

None

None

None

Up

Up

Up

Down

Up

Up

Up

None

None

None

None

Expectations

Difference in Trend
Aspirations

Expectations Relative to Aspirations
81ack
V

White
Difference in Trend

Black Decline

Source
Jerald G. Bachman, Lloyd 0. Johnston, and Patrick M.
O'Malley, Monitoring the Future: Questionnaire Responses from the
Nation's High School Seniors. Ann Arbor: Survey Research Center,
Institute for Social Research, The University of Michigan (selected
years).
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TABLE
Median

Family

Income and Plans to
Seek Financial Aid by
Race and Ethnicity (1985)

Median
Income $

American

Indian

12

Number Planning
to Apply for
Financial Aid

24,700

4.1

83.5

Asian Pacific

26,400

4.5

80.1

Black

17,100

3.9

92.4

Mexican

20,500

4.6

89.1

Puerto Rican

17,000

4.1

90.6

White

34,700

4.2

74.9

SOURCE:

$

Median Number
of Dependents

Leonard Armist and Solomon Arbeiter, (1986) Profilesi
College Bound Seniors, New York, College Entrance
Examination Board.
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TABLE

13

Percentage of ^ Federal _ Student Aid
1978

and

1986

-

1937

GRANT

47.4%

WORK

12.0%

LOANS
21.0%

1977

SOURCE:

-

78

LOAN
49.4%

1986

-

87

College Board (1983, 1987), Trends in Student Aid,
New York:
College Entrance Examination Board.
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TABLE

14

Age of Respondents

Age

Number

Percent

17

Years

16

66.6

18

Years

8

33.3

Other

0

0.0

TOTAL

24

100.0

\
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TABLE 15
Sex of Respondents

Number

Percent

Male

13

58.3

Female

11

41.7

TOTAL

24

100.0

TABLE

16

Type of Family Situation

Student

Lives With

Number

Percent

10

41.6

Mother Only

8

33.3

Father Only

3

12.5

Neither Parent

3

12.5

24

100.0

Both Parents

TOTAL

182

TABLE
Highest Level

17

of Education Obtained by Father

Number

Percent

Grade School

1

4.8

Some High School

1

4.8

10

47.6

Some College

7

33.3

College Degree

2

9.5

Don't Know

3

High School

TOTAL

Degree

24

100.0

183

TABLE
Highest Level

18

of Education Obtained by Mother

Number

Percent

Grade School

0

0.0

Some High School

5

22.7

11

50.0

Some College

6

27.3

College Degree

0

0.0

Don't Know/Deceased

2

—

24

100.0

High School

TOTAL

Degree

184

TABLE 19
Siblings Who Have Attended College

Respondents
N-24

N

Males
Female

TOTAL

11

No

Yes
% Total

N

25.0

7

29.2

20.8

6

25.0

45.8

13

54.2

Total

185

TABLE 20
Siblings Who Have Graduated From College

All Respondents
Response N

Yes

Percent

Males
N

Percent

N

Percent

6

25.0

2

14.3

4

40.0

No

18

75.0

12

95.7

6

60.0

TOTAL

24

100.0

14

100.0

10

100.0

TABLE 21
Students Who Have Visited A College

All Respondents
Response N

Percent

Males
N

Percent

Females
N

Percent

Yes

11

45.8

7

50.0

4

40.0

No

13

54.2

7

50.0

6

60.0

TOTAL

24

100.0

14

100.0

10

100.0
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TABLE 22
Plans After High School

Plan

Number

Percent

Military Service

8

33.3

Proprietary School

1

4.2

Work

3

12.5

Undecided

12

50.00

TOTAL

24

100.00

TABLE 23
Year of Decision for Post-High School Plans

Decision Made In

Number

Percent

Senior Year

15

62.5

Junior Year

3

12.5

Sophomore Year

3

12.5

Freshman Year

1

4.2

Pre-High School

2

8.3

TOTAL

24

100.0
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TABLE 24
Individuals Who Have Influenced
Post High School Plans

Individuals

Number*

% Total**

Parents

9

37.5

Themselves

9

37.5

Peers

6

2.5

Guidance Counselors

3

12.5

Sibling

3

12.5

Relatives

2

8.3

Military Recruiter

2

8.3

Teachers

1

4.2

Girl/Boy Friends

1

4.2

Other

1

4.2

* Does not add up to 24 respondents,
than one answer.
**

Does not add up to 100%,
answer.

students gave more

students gave more than one
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TABLE 25
Reasons for Not Attending College

Reason

Number*

% Total**

11

45.8

Undecided

7

29.1

Fears About
Academic Ability

6

25.0

Immediate
Economic Return

6

25.0

Tired of School

3

12.5

Family Problems

3

12.5

Not Ready for College

2

8.3

Want to Work

2

8.3

No Desire For College

1

4.2

1

4.2

Financial Reasons

Other

* Does not add up to 24 students,
one answer.
**

Does not add up to 100%,
answer.

students gave more than

students gave more than one
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TABLE 26
Did Student Receive Enough College Information?
Response

Number

Yes

8

33.3

16

66.6

24

100.0

No

TOTAL

Percent

TABLE 27
Did Student Seek College Information?

Response

Number

Percent

Yes

12

50.0

No

12

50.0

24

100.0

TOTAL

190

TABLE 28
Individuals Who Assisted With College Information

Type of Individual

Parents

Number *

Percent

10

41.6

Themselves

7

29.1

Guidance Counselors

6

25.0

Friends

6

25.0

Siblings

3

12.5

Teachers

2

8.3

Relatives

1

4.2

Recruiters

1

4.2

Boy/Girl Friends

1

4.2

* Does not add up to 24 students,
one answer.
*★ Does not add to 100%,

students gave more than

students gave more than one answer.
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TABLE 29
Will Students Attend College Later in Life?

Percent

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

!

1

Number
Yes

17

89.5

No

2

10.5

Undecided

5

TOTAL

24

—-

100.0

TABLE 30
When Will Students Attend College?

Year After High School

Number

Percent

One Year

5

26.3

Two Years

6

31.6

Three years

2

10.5

Four or More

4

21.1

Never

2

10.5

Undecided

5

—

24

100.0

TOTAL

192

TABLE 31
Respondent s Recommendations For College Planning

Recommendation

Number

% Total **

Early Pre-College
Planning Programs

14

58.3

Need For More
Academic Preparation

10

41.6

Need For Early
Financial Aid/Financial
Planning For College

7

29.2

More Visitations to College

4

16.6

More Support From
Guidance Counselors

4

16.6

High School Peer
Mentor Programs

2

8.3

More College/
Financial Aid Days

2

8.3

More Contact With
Military Recruiters

1

* Does not add up to 24 students,
than one answer.
** Does not add up to 100%,
answer.

students gave more

students gave more than one
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TABLE 32
Year When College Planning Programs Should Begin

School Year

Number

Percent

Senior Year

1

4.2

Junior Year

3

12.5

Sophomore Year

6

25.0

Freshman Year

14

58.3

0

0.0

24

100.0

Pre-High School
TOTAL

\

194

TABLE 33
Feelings About Post High School Plans

Type of Feelings

Number *

% Total **

Positive Self-Concept

22

91.7

Mixed Feelings Anxiety
Happy/Sad

19

79.5

Can Accept Pressure

16

66.6

Unsure of Future/
Confused

11

45.8

Do Not Want To Leave
High School

9

37.5

Need To Be More
Motivated

7

29.1

Need For More Support

4

16.6

To Solve Problems

5

20.8

Negative Self-Concept

2

8.3

Tired of School

2

8.3

Need To Survive

2

8.3

* Does not add up to 24 students,
one answer.
** Does not add up to 100%,
answer.

students gave more than

students gave more than one
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